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Music in the Mountains
The Colorado Philharmonic Orchestra

All photos courtesy
of National Repertory
Orchestra archives
in Breckenridge.

By Alice Millett Bakemeier
First Prize Winner
Writers Award Contest

In 1966 the

F

newly named
Colorado
Philharmonic
Orchestra
rehearsed and
performed at
Evergreen High

or twenty summers the community of Evergreen enjoyed and supported one of the
most innovative orchestras in musical education. For eight weeks each season the Evergreen
High School and the fields of Alderfer Park
echoed with overtures and symphonies of Rossini, Rachmaninoff or Rimsky-Korsakoff, played
by young enthusiastic musicians.

School.

Exposition:
Blue Jeans Festival Orchestra
The revolutionary idea was conceived by cellist
Walter Charles during the late 1950s. Charles
was then conductor of the Wichita Falls, Texas,
Symphony. He recognized that student instrumental musicians could benefit from practical
experience before performing with professional
orchestras. While vacationing at Rocky Mountain
National Park with his wife, he was inspired by
the idea that Estes Park was the perfect place to
implement his plan of an intensive training
orchestra at a summer music camp.
In 1960 he founded the Blue Jeans Festival
Orchestra on two themes. The first was to fill
this educational gap with a six week exposure to
massive doses of classic repertoire, rehearsals, and
concerts. Prospective orchestra members would
-2-

become familiar with a broad variety of
literature, reading music and preparing concerts
under time pressure. They would gain experience
in performing before live audiences with the
independence and responsibility of playing
without input from their instructors.
The second theme emphasized the informal
blue jeans image of blue collar working people
playing and enjoying classical music. Charles
collaborated with the Chamber of Commerce,
which underwrote the $2,000 budget to launch
the project. Estes Park had become a magnet for
vacationers, who hiked the scenic trail to Dream
Lake, drove the snowy breathtaking Trail Ridge
Road or climbed the 14,256 feet up Longs Peak.
Restaurant and hotel owners were desperate for
young summer help. This marriage began with
55 enthusiastic, talented, mostly high school
students offering ten concerts while also working
8- to-5 jobs as waitresses, truck drivers, checkers,
dishwashers, or busboys. After work they
rehearsed from 10 to midnight. This grueling
schedule was required of all students, whether
they needed the money or not. “It’s part of the
philosophical training of the Blue Jeans program,”
Charles explained.1 The dapper conductor
appeared for weekend concerts in formal white
coat and tails, tailored in cowboy denim especially
for his tall athletic frame by Levi Strauss.2
Born in Jersey City, N.J., as Wladislaw
Charles Diasecki in 1916, Charles studied at

Mannes, Manhattan and Julliard music schools
in New York. While attending Julliard at 16 he
auditioned for New York Philharmonic
conductor Leopold Stokowski and was selected
as the maestro’s assistant conductor for his All
American Youth Orchestra.
Charles was ambitious. He dreamed of
establishing the school on its own campus,
complete with living quarters and a performance
center. Each year Charles traveled to major music
schools to audition students for the coming
season. Each year greater numbers of more
talented musicians applied. More time was
devoted to music. After six years of increasingly
successful operation, Charles decided a more
distinguished name, and a more populated
location would enhance his program.

Development: The Colorado
Philharmonic Orchestra
In June 1966 the musicians, aged 18 to 26,
arrived in the verdant, cool, 7200-foot high
foothills of Evergreen for rehearsals as the newly
named Colorado Philharmonic Orchestra
(CPO).3 The schedule was intense. The group
performed three concerts a week and rehearsed
six hours a day. Cellist Kim Millett described the
experience: “I loved my time there, playing music
I never thought I could play. You didn’t have time
to learn it, so you just played it anyway, better
than you thought you could. I was astonished by
the progress we made from the first rehearsal to
the concert, a mere 34 hours later. The first
rehearsal was awful, the second ragged, and the
third correct but dull. Then at night we played a
concert that could be so exciting I’d find tears
sliding down my face. I couldn’t wipe them away
because I was so busy playing. We were taking
chances on the hardest music in the repertoire,
playing our hearts out for an enthusiastic audience. I have seldom felt as much positive energy
as I did during those concerts.”4
This major move was followed by lean years.
The first year, the owner of Evergreen Shadows
Inn donated the facility to house the musicians.
Local residents loaned furniture and formed a
guild to help support the orchestra.5 The high
school was used for rehearsals. A concert at Phipps
Auditorium in Denver and a benefit concert/garden/buffet in Evergreen added to the coffers.6 At
the end of the season the Canyon Courier ran a plea
for $20,000 to insure another season.

Charles sought a wider audience. Future programs reached out to entire families. Sunday
afternoon concerts were staged in the cool, grassy
field. Couples spread out blankets for snacks and
lemonade. Senior citizens were bused along
Route 73 to concerts for $1 seats in the folding
chairs under the big white tent. Charles’ special
charisma for children resulted in programs in
schools as well as “Music Magic,” a multi-media
puppet show introducing very young children to
classical music.7 In high schools Charles invited
eager students to come up on stage and mix with
the musicians, asking questions and inspecting
instruments.8 Applications for grants increased as
well as appeals to foundations and businesses to
sponsor concerts. The orchestra performed in
Rocky Mountain National Park, Shadow Mountain National Recreational Area and Black
Canyon National Monument, and spent a week
in Vail.
The orchestra purchased the Marshdale Lodge
for the 1968 season, and the project continued to
flourish through the 1970s. Grants were awarded
by both the National Endowment for the Arts9
and the prestigious National Federation of Music
Clubs.10

End of an Era
The orchestra had grown steadily over the last
17 years. The number of concerts, quality of the
musicians and national reputation had ballooned
since the Blue Jeans years. Charles’ dream had
become such a successful reality that the Board
of Directors foresaw expanding into a national
arena with still broader audiences and more

Walter Charles
founded the Blue
Jeans Festival
Orchestra in
Estes Park in
1960.
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Carl Topilow,
Exxon Arts
Endowed
conductor with
the Denver
Symphony,
was chosen
as the new
CPO conductor
in 1978.
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talented musicians drawn from more extensive
and selective auditioning tours.
The bombshell exploded on September 7,
1977. The board issued Walter Charles a certified letter informing him of his dismissal. Relations with the board had become strained for
several months and had reached an impasse.
Although the problems had been discussed with
Charles twice during the summer, he was
shocked at the abrupt conclusion of his long and
successful career.11 Board President Marshall
Lutgen stated, “A major issue was repertoire with
Charles preferring to concentrate on the classics
and the board wanting to broaden the appeal by
including lighter fare.”12 Charles sued but was
awarded only $21,000 in damages.
This was a sad and disturbing time for both
orchestra members and the community. Letters
to the Editor poured into Evergreen’s Canyon
Courier. Student Linda Bischak wrote, “Walter
Charles showed a tremendous amount of sincerity and warmth toward the orchestra.”13 And
Laurel Rogers added, “Walter Charles remains
one of the most sensitive and energetic people
anyone could ever meet…. Without him the
Colorado Philharmonic would not exist.”14
“The members of the Board of Directors are

elected to lend their expertise in business affairs,
not the musical management,” wrote Mrs. Lee
Holm, former CPO board member.15
The next week the Courier ran another letter:
“The board’s action was at best foolish and at
worst disastrous….I call for the dissolution of the
present board and formation of a new one that
understands its function and that knows who
works for whom.” W.J. Gadpaille, M.D. This letter was followed by a note from the Editor stating that the Canyon Courier now considered the
issue closed.16
Walter Charles died at the age of 64 at his
home in Evergreen on May 11, 1980. Marjorie
Barrett wrote in the Rocky Mountain News, “his
idea, so simple, was revolutionary in the symphonic world…the orchestra was designed not to
please vast audiences but rather to train young
players,” and, “Charles, unfortunately, was
respected more outside Colorado than within its
boundaries.”17
Perhaps Walter Charles’ legacy is best demonstrated by the phenomenal success of some of his
graduates.
Phoebe Carrai’s dazzling recordings of the six
Bach Suites, all rendered on baroque cello, are
international best sellers.
Eileen Garden Folsom played with the cello
section of the New York Philharmonic soon after
her summer in Evergreen. Patricia Dash joined
the percussion section of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.18
A star alumna of the program is Abbie
Conant, principal trombonist in the Munich
Philharmonic from 1980 to 1993 where she and
others auditioned behind a screen. After her tryout the music director, Sergiu Celibidache immediately cried out, “That’s who we want!” However, when Conant emerged from behind the
screen she was greeted, not with cheers, but with
silence. The director and the orchestra had never
hired a female trombonist before. Brass instruments were for men with big lungs, and they
subjected her to pulmonary tests which she
passed well above average. After many years of
legal proceedings to retain the position Conant
prevailed. Her amazing story is told in the last
chapter of Malcolm Gladwell’s book Blink.19
Conant writes from Germany, “As for lung tests,
I first started running while at the CPO and kept
it up later in New York and Munich. …However,

Arnold Jacobs, tubist for 40 years with the
Chicago Symphony, told me great brass playing
has nothing to do with lung capacity.” Then she
added, “Yes, Munich was a rough schedule but
after those 10 weeks of CPO, playing in a European orchestra was a rather leisurely
experience.”20

Recapitulation:
Reorganization from 1978 to 1986
The year 1978 heralded a reorganization of
the project. The main theme was always providing orchestral practical experience for young
musicians. The second theme of the original
work/practice program was altered with the
major emphasis on music; stipends and scholarships replaced jobs. Twelve-hour days of practicing, rehearsing and performing concerts were
now possible.
Restructuring after Charles’ dismissal was
approached gingerly in the Evergreen community. The board let the controversial matter rest for
the winter. During the 1978 season the orchestra
used only guest conductors from the Denver
Symphony. These included Carl Topilow, who
had served as CPO assistant conductor from

1972-1975. The next year the Board hired him
as official Music Director and Principal Conductor. “It was awkward coming in when (Charles’)
lawsuit was still going on,” Topilow said, “but I
had been Assistant Conductor for four years and
knew what to expect.”21
Topilow graduated from Manhattan School of
Music majoring in clarinet performance, then
stayed on for a master’s degree in Music Education. Jobs were scarce. His breakthrough came
with his selection as the Exxon Arts Endowed
conductor with the Denver Symphony in 1976.
The spectacular opening of the 1978 season
starred the young, internationally known violinist
Eugene Fodor, who was born and brought up in
nearby North Turkey Creek. Innovations that
season included the first CPO Young Artists’
Competition, a hired manager, chamber orchestra concerts and a three-concert winter series.
Programs in open meadows, city streets, shopping centers and parks depended heavily on
“pops programming,”22 sometimes featuring
Topilow and his clarinet. The high point of the
Evergreen years was an invitation to perform at
the Kennedy Arts Center in Washington, D.C.
The National Endowment for Arts and

Playing French
horns at 7522 feet
was stringent
training.

The author, Alice
Bakemeier, has
written books
about three Denver
neighborhoods
(Hilltop, Country
Club and Crestmoor Park) and has
published articles in
Colorado Heritage,
the journal of the
Colorado Historical Society. Two of
her particular interests are orchestral
music and Colorado’s mountains.
She has lived in the
area for 58 years.
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Humanities, recognizing the unique
and valuable contribution of the CPO
as a training tool, invited the orchestra
to perform the final concert for its 20th
anniversary celebration. Topilow teamed
up with internationally known jazz
pianist Billy Taylor for the occasion.
Washington Post reviews reported,
the “Colorado Philharmonic shines at
national fete,”23 and, “the CPO gave
hope for the future of American orchestral playing.”24 Charles Fowler, Music
Writer for Musical America, wrote, “The
CPO is a too-long kept secret.”25
Basking in the national outreach and
reviews of the Kennedy Center performance, the name changed again to the
National Repertory Orchestra (NRO).
With dwindling audiences at the Evergreen High School, the management
arranged concerts at the Genesee Towne
Center and the Arvada Center for the
Arts and Humanities. Mike Moore, President of the Evergreen Center for the Arts
made a valiant but unsuccessful effort to
raise money to build a facility on open
space on Stage Coach Boulevard.26
NRO General Manager Richard Zellner said, “Resorts are proposing partnership relationships that would preserve
the orchestra’s autonomy while taking
advantage of resort facilities, promotion
and marketing clout as well as contacts
with the philanthropic community.”27
The stunned community reacted to
the announcement. “The last thing we
want is for them to leave,” said Bill
Lundy, Jr., President of the Chamber of
Commerce.28
“It would deteriorate the whole cultural life of Evergreen,” commented Doug
Cornell, a member of a task force seeking
possible support for a new arts center.29
However, in 1986 the Board drew up
Articles of Incorporation for the newly
named National Repertory Orchestra30
and consummated an agreement with
Keystone Resort to take up residence
there in the Rocky Mountains. The
1987 season opened at the Keystone
Pavilion.
-6-

Coda: The National
Repertory Orchestra

4 Kim Millett, personal correspondence 3/15/06

The National Repertory Orchestra
continues to thrive. Colorado’s bestkept secret has gained national
recognition.
The NRO was invited as the only
American orchestra to perform at the
1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul,
Korea. The youthfulness of the musicians jibed with the spirit of young
athletes. Topilow and the 70 members
extended the tour to perform concerts
in Taiwan and Japan.31
In 1992 an invitation arrived from
Breckenridge, Colorado, to move
there and join their summer National
Festival of Music at the new Riverwalk
Center, a 770-seat facility on the Blue
River. The orchestra accepted. Now
over 1000 musicians audition each
year for the 90 slots available. Professional instrumentalists from major
orchestras are involved in coaching
certain sections.32
However, despite phenomenal
growth, the orchestra still has its heart
in Evergreen. Each year they return for
three concerts. Traditionally, they perform at the 4th of July celebration at
Evergreen Lake. On June 16, 2006,
they invited high school musicians to
join their ranks for one number in a
concert at the Evergreen High School.
Another concert was scheduled for
August 4th, said Mrs. Alex Holt,
Chairman of the Evergreen Arts
Council.33 Topilow always conducts
these concerts. “That’s where our roots
are,” he said, “and we want to return
to be able to thank the people of Evergreen.”34

6 “The Plea is Out,” RMN 8/22/66
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hat are those straight stripes up the
east side of Mt. Morrison and Lookout Mountain, west of Golden, so
prominently visible after a snow? Or the distinct
track up the northwest side of South Table
Mountain, south of Coors Brewery?
Those cleared straight-aways tell of fun forays
during the fabulous frolicking days of Front
Range tourism before automobiles usurped the
scenery. At the turn of the 20th century, a fad
befell the Front Range, commencing with the
construction of the Pikes Peak cog railway in
1891. After that, any tourist attraction worth its
stay incorporated an “incline” of some sort.
Along the Front Range, funiculars proved
most economical for tour operations. In a funicular, two cars travel on a pair of rails. The cars
are attached to opposite ends of a fixed-length
cable and counterbalance each other so that the
engine in the station above only needs to supply
enough power to overcome friction and the different weight of passengers in the two cars. The
flanged outer wheels on a funicular car keep the
wheel aligned on the rail and hold the car in
position. The flat inside wheels ride on top of
their rail, supporting the car’s weight but not
guiding it. The arrangement allows the wheel to
pass over the center section of the line where the
cars pass each other and cross the cable tied to
the other car.
Jefferson County funiculars hoisted tourists to
heavenly heights where they could see for hundreds of miles. During 1913, visitors could
choose between three entertaining and scenic
“rides into the sky” – Mt. Morrison, Lookout
Mountain, and Golden’s Castle Rock. The owners and promoters were high rollers in many
Colorado endeavors – mines, magazines, newspapers, photography, and real estate. The railways vied viciously for visitors. At the top of
each ride, tourists were lavishly entertained,
served elegant picnics, barbecues, and

Wouldn’t It Have
Been Fun-i-cu-lar?

Lookout Mountain Funicular – Passengers rode 3,000 feet
up a 67% grade on a three-rail track with a passing stretch
in the middle to the “picnic grounds in the sky.”
Photo courtesy of Sally White collection
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refreshments at well-maintained groves complete
with stone fireplaces,
dance pavilions, covered
tables, croquet lawns,
tennis courts, and horseshoe pits. Wouldn’t such
an outing have been
“fun-i-cu-lì, fun-i-cu-là,
fun-i-cu-lar”?

Mt. Morrison
Incline
John Brisben Walker,
former editor of Cosmopolitan Magazine and
owner of the Garden of
the Titans (now Red
Rocks Park), his son,
and other investors from
the town of Morrison
constructed the “longest
incline railway,” the
“first true electric funicular in the United
States” on the east side
Photo courtesy of Chris Tomkus Collection
of Mt. Morrison.1 The
Above: Castle
popular tourist attraction operated for six years
Rock Incline
when railways were still kings of the sightseeing
industry.
In December 1907, Colorado newspapers first
heralded the Mt. Morrison Incline,2 similar in
conception to the Mount Lowe incline in California which had opened in 1893.3 In August
1908, the last load of machinery, produced by
local foundries – Hendrie and Bolthoff and Vulcan Iron Works4 – was delivered to the site.
Local workers tugged the hoisting equipment in
wagons up the west side of Mt. Morrison to its
place on the precipice. The white open-air cars,
trimmed in “delicate shades of yellow and black”
and holding 80 riders, arrived on June 19, 1909.
The specially constructed conveyances had seats
that swung on pivots to be level no matter what
the grade.5 The huge cars rode upon a unique
three rail track eight-tenths of a mile long6 with
rails set at 5’4.”7 The three-rail arrangement
eliminated switch frogs at the halfway passing
point. A pair of engines connected by powerful
gears to a 10-inch shaft occupied the hoist house
at the top of Mt. Morrison. Six sheave wheels
-8-

attached to the ends of the two cables turned on
the shaft. Ten thousand pounds of cable passed
over two support towers at the top of the mountain.8
Promoters projected that the grand new
attraction would increase visitations to Morrison
ten fold with “greater patronage than any similar
attraction in the state.”9 One newspaper stated:
“The Mount Morrison Incline Railroad
will afford a scenic trip which cannot be
eclipsed elsewhere in the world. It possesses an advantage over the Pikes Peak R.R.
insomuch as the view presented is far
more grand, and also because one can
reach this road from Denver in an hour at
a cost of 35¢ and the Mount Morrison
trip can be made for a cost of $1.00,
against $5.00 for the Pikes Peak trip.”10
On August 7, 1909, John Brisben Walker
and more than 800 spectators, including Governor Shafroth, christened the Mt. Morrison
Incline Railway, officially blessing and launching
the “maiden voyage to the stars.” In the cars, the
captivated passengers faced east to view “the
grand panorama of scenery spread before
them.”11 The steep ascent took 25 minutes12 to
reach the observation platform, refreshment
stand, and dance pavilion atop the mountain.
Somehow the crowd managed to skirt the massive thunderstorm and flood that wiped out
most of Colfax Street west of Denver.13
On September 5, 1909, at 12:53, Walker
opened the Mt. Morrison Incline to the public.
An unusual dense autumn fog enveloped Mt.
Morrison. However, the car ascended through
the clouds and emerged in the sunlight of a clear
sky to the delight of all.14 According to a newspaper report on September 8, 1909, Walker
planned to operate the funicular all winter,
because the “snow melts as rapidly as it falls”15
on the slopes of Mt. Morrison.
However, the Mt. Morrison Incline Railway
went the way of Walker’s other endeavors. In
1914, the pavilion at the top burned. In 1915,
the funicular made its last run.16 When Denver
finalized the purchase of Red Rocks in 1929, the
old incline rails were trucked to the scrap yard
where they brought $570.17

Lookout Mountain Park Funicular
On the very day that Walker and his cronies

christened the Mt. Morrison Incline, Rees C.
Vidler, a wheeler-dealer mine developer,
announced the development of Lookout Mountain Park. His funicular would bring visitors to
his proposed resort, complete with golf course.18
Vidler’s development was slow to mature.
Vidler’s Lookout Mountain Park Development
Company purchased the narrow strip of land for
the trackway from Henry Koch.19 In March of
1911, backed by British financing, Vidler hired
students from the Colorado School of Mines to
survey the line. After they had finished, the
Fulow Construction Company commenced
work.20 Local newspapers discussed Vidler’s
“electric contraption” in August of 1911.21
In October 1911, Vidler provided a “kiddies’ride” working model of the funicular for the second annual Colorado Electric Club Exhibition in
Denver.
“The model, an exact reproduction of
the big railroad, will be large enough to
carry children to the top of a safe
constructed eminence, and will be one
of the treats for juvenile visitors to the
exposition.”22
By May 1912, power lines were strung from
base to top, and then ties and rails were laid, on
their way to the proposed “monster hotel” at the
top of Lookout Mountain.23A cable house for
the hoist engineer sat at the upper end of Vidler’s
funicular. Cars passed about halfway up the
mountain on the cable with the weight of one
helping to pull the other. Rollers positioned at
intervals kept the cable rolling. A rod in each car
was grounded and in an emergency a signal
could be relayed to the hoist engineer. Car seats
were properly tilted to keep passengers from
falling out. The top platform of the funicular sat
near where the oldest, most easterly radio tower
stands south of Buffalo Bill’s Grave.24
The Lookout Mountain ride opened on July
27, 1912 with great hoopla. In a Pierce Arrow
and a Stanley Steamer, dignitaries Governor
Shafroth and Mayor Arnold of Denver arrived
from the Interurban depot in downtown Golden
to the funicular’s base station, where the water
tank sits on Lookout Mountain today. Denver’s
Mayor ceremoniously drove the last spike.25
Vidler opened his real estate office at the top
of Lookout Mountain the same day. He had high
hopes for a luxurious hotel fed by a mountaintop

water supply system.26 In his
dapper plaid cap, English
tweeds, waxed moustache and
carrying a cane, Vidler screwed
his monocle into his eye and
greeted the picnickers as they
got off the funicular, telling of
advantages of life on Lookout
Mountain. Then he graciously
steered them to his Lookout
Mountain Development Company office.27
The Lookout Mountain cars
held 32 passengers28 who faced
east, towards Golden, their backs to the mountain. They rode 3,000 feet up a 67% grade on a
three rail track with a passing stretch in the middle29 to the “picnic grounds in the sky.” Through
a megaphone, the conductor, seated near “the
latest automatic braking device,” announced to
the riders that they could see “the borders of
Kansas, to Nebraska, with Eldorado Springs,
Boulder, and Palmer Lake in the foreground.”30
Golden resident Helen Ljungvall Johnston was
one of those local tourists.
“The trip started at the tramway depot
where Foss Drug now stands. A Stanley
Steamer, usually driven by Fred Landry,
took us to the foot of the mountain where
we would take the cable car to the top. On
reaching the top, we would climb out and
take a short hike until the cable car was
ready to return to Golden. If one took this
trip early in July, he would be privileged to
see a field of columbines in full bloom.
There were no stores or buildings on top

Photo courtesy of
Colorado Historical
Society

“All aboard!”
Yellow-capped
Castle Rock
Scenic Railway
conductor calls
for passengers
(Castle Rock
Trolley Brochure)

Lookout
Mountain Park
Funicular 1918

Photo courtesy of Colorado State Archives
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“You folks from
Denver didn’t
come to
Golden to look
down on your
home town, did
you? This line
lets you see the
mountains!”

of the mountain. However, there were several farms, one of which I remember was
owned by the Vidler family. The automobile road up Lookout Mountain, built in
1915, brought an end to the funicular.”31
Henry Koch owned the land at the top edge
of the mountain where he built a refreshment
stand and bowling alley to cater to cable car riders. The bowling alley consisted of a narrow
plank that opened up at the end where there
were ten pins and two finger balls. Koch’s children reset the pins. Koch’s Beer (not Coors) was
served along with light refreshments. In 1925,

Koch sold his business to Andrew H. Allen,
who claimed to be able to see the railroad station in Cheyenne on a clear day through his
powerful telescope.32
On May 10, 1914, William Wagenbach of
Golden opened another refreshment stand on
top of the mountain. On July 1, 1915, he
added a dance pavilion with a very supple
floor. There were soft drinks, ice cream,
lunches, and a huge telescope with which to
scan the plains.
In the summer months, the Lookout
Mountain Funicular ran every half hour,
bringing hundreds of visitors to the top of the
mountain daily.33 In 1914, Vidler and his
wife hosted the Denver Press Club over
Memorial Day weekend at their resort34 and a
number of other local and national associations ran tours that included funicular rides
throughout 1914 and 1915.35
The Lookout Mountain Funicular made its
final run in the fall of 191636 after the
twisting Lariat Trail auto road opened to
dramatic driving on Mt. Zion. In 1925, Rees
Vidler’s ashes, still holding his dreams of the
development of Lookout Mountain, were
scattered over his resort. During WWII, the
rails for the world-famous Lookout Mountain
Funicular were skidded down the mountain
and sold for scrap.37 As the loosened rails slid
down the old roadbed, they smashed into the
ties and threw sparks that started grass fires.
Golden residents watched as their favorite
“ride into the sky” crashed down the face of
Rees Vidler’s favorite mountain.38

Castle Rock Scenic Mountain
Railway and Park
Charles Quaintance, Golden business man,
city councilman and photographer, operated a
string of burros to take tourists to the top of
Castle Rock for years before he and his brother decided to construct the “Castle Rock
Incline.”39 Doing business as the Castle
Mountain Scenic Railroad, the Quaintance
brothers contracted R.D. Kenyon of Denver40
to build the funicular on February 20,
1913.41 Thirty-pound rails, a one-inch thick
cable with breaking strain of 30 tons and a
working load of 8 tons guaranteed to hold the
cars. Each yellow 32-passenger car had two
-10-

Photo courtesy of the Sally White Collection.

safety brakes to grip the rail. The hoist engine
was a heavy duty traction hoist with four sheave
wheels and three idlers propelled by a 371⁄8” hoist
rated motor.42 The first test cars ran over the
line in mid-May.
At the public opening on July 3, 1913, Miss
Maud McGregor, the “Queen of Light,” waved
her magic wand and lit Castle Rock. The first
trip left the station at 13th and East Street and
went up the face of South Table Mountain,
bound for the “peerless panoramic peak of the
Rockies.”43
Cost of the trip up South Table Mountain
ranged from a dollar to a quarter depending on
the brochure, newspaper ad, year, season, or time
of day.44 After climbing 25 cement steps from
the upper end of the funicular to the crest of the
sentinel, tourists danced or gambled in a pavilion that had a large tower on top and three telescopes. At night, a 30-inch search light threw a
beam of light as far away as D & F’s tower in
downtown Denver!
In 1914, after the Denver Interurban ran a
route to Golden, Quaintance constructed a
“commodious station” just a few short steps from
the tram stop at the foot of Castle Rock. Then
special evening runs transported fleet-footed
frolickers to the station and up the funicular to
dance to the classic Italian tune Funiculì,
Funiculà45 played on a modern Victrola in the
pavilion.46 Conductors on the trams bringing
passengers from Denver would chant off the
wonders of the trip to Castle Rock - “You folks
from Denver didn’t come to Golden to look
down on your home town, did you? This line
lets you see the mountains!”47 After the Lariat
Trail opened, the Castle Rock Mountain Tour
even included a combined scenic railway and
Lookout Mountain Auto Trip, all for $2.00!
The whims of Colorado’s weather take their
toll on tourist attractions. In August 1913, a
thunderstorm and the accompanying lightning
“delayed the cars on the Funicular and Incline
Railways.”48 Perhaps recoiling from the effects of
bad weather and their ranging fares, the Quaintance brothers tore their Castle Rock Scenic
Railway up in November 1915.49 The rails were
sold to a mine on the “Boulder road” where they
were still being used in 1955.50 On the night of
Sunday, August 7, 1927, supposedly two boys
“built a fire too near the wall and caused a spec-

tacular fire” that
burned the old dance
pavilion.51
Tourists delight in
going to spots where
they can look down
upon the world. For a
few brief years, Front
Range funiculars fulfilled a need for safe,
short, fun, and exciting rides to spectacular heights, complete
with quiet, pleasant,
vacation experiences
on top of the world.
Wouldn’t it have
been “fun-i-cu-lì,
fun-i-cu-là,
fun-i-cu-lar?”

Castle Rock Incline - cars passed about
halfway up the mountain on the cable
with the weight of one helping to pull
the other. Rollers positioned at
intervals kept the cable rolling.

Timeline of
Jefferson
County Funiculars
1909 - 1915:
Mt. Morrison Incline Railway, Morrison
1912 - 1916:
Lookout Mountain Funicular, Golden
1913 - 1915:
Castle Rock Incline Railway, Golden

Photo courtesy of Colorado State Archives
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The Story of
by Joseph Thomas Bowden

Editor’s note: Joseph Thomas Bowden was the son of Adelaide Blake
Bowden and Joseph Bowden, a
Cornish miner from the tin mines
in Cornwallis of England. Bowden
was already an old man of 78 years
when he began to write his memories in 1940. His sister was Emily
(Bowden) Hemberger who was also
the maternal grandmother of
Andrew R. Patten, Jr.

Early Golden 1859 to 1871.

Photo courtesy of Golden Pioneer Museum

My Life – A Boy’s Life in Early Golden
Thanks to Mr. Andrew Patten,
Joseph Thomas Bowden’s autobiography reached us to be published in this
year’s Historically Jeffco. He wrote how
he received the autobiography:
“One day in the early 1990s I traveled to Salt Lake City, Utah and
spent an evening perusing the Mormon genealogy files at the Hotel Utah
in downtown Salt Lake City. I ran
across some entries that surprised me.
The Bowden ancestry contained in the
Mormon archives had been traced

back to the early 1800s. I “had to”
find out who had made these entries
and ended up talking and corresponding with Audrey Terry in
Cedar City, Utah and we carried on
an interesting correspondence. She
was a descendant of Joseph Tomas
Bowden’s sister, Annie. ...It turns
out Joseph Thomas Bowden is our
great uncle. ... She asked if I would
like to have a copy of Thomas’ autobiography to which I enthusiastically replied “yes!”

Historically Jeffco thanks Andrew
Patten for typing his great uncle’s
handwritten memories. He also
assembled some of the accompanying
endnotes. The editor added a few
more for clarification; otherwise, the
text was kept unchanged.

I

was born in Linden, Wisconsin
U.S.A. on the 12th of June, 1862.
My sister, Annie and brother,
William Henry, were also born there.
My father left Linden and went to
-13-

In 1869 Joseph
Thomas Bowden
and his family
went by stage
and caravan
from St. Paul,
Minnesota
to Omaha,
Nebraska.This
postcard shows
what their wagon
may have looked
like.
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would be scared stiff and
made us sit down and not
touch him. But Annie or I
would sneak up and touch
him when Mother was not
watching us. We also had
two cats that took fits and
ran up the walls or doors.
We loved the excitement but
Mother didn’t. What became
of them I don’t remember.
It was a wild country and
wild days. There were always
fights going on, men getting
shot off day or night. The
Cornish and Irish were
always fighting one another.
We did not stay in Nevada1
very long, only about a year,
Photo courtesy of Golden Pioneer Museum
when we moved to Golden.
Denver, Colorado Territory in 1867, I think.
It was a little village but a wild one, no law or
Two years later, in the summer of 1869, he sent
order in those days. It was nothing to go out
for my mother and us three children to come to
and see a dead man picked up on the street and
him. We went by train to St. Paul, Minn. From
no one thought any thing of it. I remember one
there we went by stage and caravan to Omaha.
beautiful Sunday afternoon in particular, a man
Part of the way we had soldiers with us as a few
was found lying dead and a bunch of us small
months before there had been a massacre of
boys, only nine or ten years old, went to see
white people going west by a band of Indians.
him. A little later in the day, another man was
But we saw none on our journey until we came
found dead (both had been shot) and we went
to Omaha, Nebraska.
and had a look at him.
We stayed in Omaha a few days to rest and
They had been taken to a building on the
clean up. And while there, we saw our first
flats, at that time the camping ground for the
steam boats traveling up and down the Missouri
freighters, mule teams, oxen and horse teams.
River, and to our young eyes it was a wonderful
When they all came in from different parts of
sight. We started by stage again from Omaha for
the country, it was a busy time round there as
Colorado Territory. On the way we saw drove
they came in droves. We enjoyed the exciteafter drove of buffaloes and antelope, hundreds
ment, you may be sure, and we had only been
and hundreds of them. I thought it was a grand
exposed to badness which we learnt but no
sight.
goodness.
We arrived in Denver safely. It was a very
Well we had only been in Golden a short
small place then, only a small village really.a We
while when my brother Angus2 was born. My
only stayed there a few months when we moved
father was at work in the old Case mine, and we
to Nevada. I cannot remember the place we
three older ones decided we ought to go and tell
went to, but we only stayed there a short time.
Father a new baby brother had come to our
My father got a dog, a long-haired one, what
house. Nothing would satisfy Annie, Will and I
breed I do not know. He got him for a present
but to take a lunch for Father and tell him the
for us by the time we arrived from Linden.
news. We got the lunch and started off.
Well, when a thunder storm came up, we disOn the way we had to cross a small creek. It
covered if we touched him or stroked his back
was the (Clear) creek that worked the old flour
sparks of electricity would fly about and his coat
and paper mills at that time in Golden. There
would sparkle. It gave us lots of fun but Mother
was a small foot bridge to cross over to the other

(north) side. Well, I being the oldest and
biggest, I picked up Will and carried him across
telling Annie to wait until I came back for her.
She waited all right but when I wanted to pick
her up and carry her, she would not let me, but
started across herself. She got half way over and
fell in.
There we were, two scared boys yelling at the
top of our voices, running down one side of the
creek and Annie rolling over and over in the
water, going downstream too. Finally an old
white-haired man, walking with a cane, heard us
and came to see what was wrong. He saw Annie
in the water and thought she was a dog. He
reached in his cane and fished her out and was
quite surprised to see it was a little half-drowned
girl, not a dog.
He brought her round, then asked where we
lived. Will and I said, over there a little way. He
picked Annie up as she was not able to walk yet,
and carried her. Every once in awhile he would
ask how much further and we would say just a
little way over there. At last, the old man sat
Annie down and took a rest. She had recovered
well enough to be enjoying herself being carried
by the old man.
Our home was across the street from the
Baptist Church and at last we arrived there
much to the relief of the old man who was
about played out carrying Annie in her
wet cloth and no light
weight.
Now about Ford
Street (near the Coors
brewery) - it was a
tough joint in those
days. There were all
kinds of old stables,
log shacks, blacksmith
shops, livery barns as
well as a couple of
saloons and brand
houses as well. At the
blacksmith shops, all
kind of shoeing was
done on horses,
mules, and oxen when
the freighters came in.
The style they had in
the saloons in those

days was - they had one long table down the
center of the room and a long bench on each
side. You sat down and called for your pint,
quart, or gallon and glasses according to the size
of your crowd. Everybody was welcome, kids
and all, so everybody drank that wanted to and
nothing said.
There were a few people who tried to get a
school started and also a couple of churches, but
not many as far as I remember took much interest in things of that sort. If we wanted to go to
school we went, if not, well we were not made to
go. They got a cranky old man, at least we older
kids thought him cranky. He used to beat us if
we did not behave and study. One day, a bunch
of bigger boys beat up on him so he left and
there was no school for a time. Then some of
the people got together and built a decent school
house and got a good teacher and most of the
children went to school.
By this time I was about twelve or thirteen
years old. We moved to Ralston Creek3 where
my sister Emily4 was born. (I am a bit ahead of
my story about the churches and school.) While
we lived in Ralston Creek, the grasshopper
plague came and stayed with us three years.
Cleaned up everything in sight, we all nearly
starved to death. Quite recently ex-vice Pres.
Curtis to Coolidge said anyone who went

“On the way we
had to cross a
small creek.” Clear
Creek worked the
old flour and paper
mills. One of the
mills was the Rock
Flour mill, near
where Annie may
have fallen into the
creek.

Photo courtesy of Golden Pioneer Museum
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The Jefferson
County
courthouse was
built in 1872 and
torn down in
1973. Castle
Rock is in the
background.
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different colored
native paints, then
sold them at five dollars a robe when finished.
They would come
to your door begging
and if you gave them
anything they would
come and stand
around the door in
dozens and look in
your windows. There
was always trouble
with them. My mother was scared of them.
When she saw them
coming she would
lock the doors and
Photo courtesy of Golden Landmarks Association (RARS 1.07.018)
pull down the blinds.
through the grasshopper plague of 1875 to
Sometimes she got away with it and sometimes
1876 had something to remember. His family
she didn’t although they never molested her in
lived on corn dodgers, corn bread, etc., three
any way, they knew better.
times a day. I remember we did not even have
When they came to their camping ground
that.
they took three long poles and set them in the
We had flour and water and grasshopper
ground. The center was always taller than the
eggs as our few hens ate the hoppers, then laid
other two, and on the top of it a scalp was
the eggs. Father was working in the mine and
hung of another Indian tribe. After Colorado
we had to wait until the hens laid before Mothwas made a state, the government put them on
er could make up a lunch; then I had to walk
reserves and there was no more trouble with
four miles to take it to him.
them and we seldom saw them after that.
We lived at Ralston Creek about two years, I
(We hope to be able to print additional installthink, then moved back to Golden again. My
ments in future issues.) Reprinted courtesy of C
sister Eliza was born in Golden a few months
Lazy Three Press.
after we moved back in 1876. I think that was
the year Colorado was made a state, anyway
Endnotes:
that was the year the new Court House was
Andrew Patten’s notes
1 Nevada is the historical name for today’s Nevadaville.
built in Golden.
2 “Hank” or “Ank,” as my grandmother Emily Hemberger
I have not mentioned the Indians who made
called him.
Golden and the country around their camping
3 Ralston Town Company was located on Ralston Creek and
grounds. They came there in thousands. They
contained 320 acres more or less. Jefferson County Record
were a fine-looking tribe of red men. They used
Book A.
4 My Grandmother Emily (Bowden) Hemberger, 1873to pitch their tents or tepees in a camp north of
1954.
the town. As soon as they established themselves, the squaws got busy on their buffalo
Editor’s note:
robes. They used to stretch them on the
a Denver was settled in 1859; The Queen City, A History of
ground and peg them down. When they had
Denver by Lyle W. Dorsett, Boulder, Colorado: Pruett
them cured and pliable to suit them, they drew
Publishing Company, 1977.
all kinds of fancy Indian figures on them with

Spivak, Colorado
The History of Jewish Consumptives Relief Society
by Marian Metsopoulos

T

he Spivak, Colorado, Post Office, on the
Jewish Consumptives Relief Society campus,
originated in 1904 through the efforts of one
of its most dedicated patrons, Dr. Charles Spivak.
Born Chaim Dovid Spivakofski on December 25,
1861, in Krementschugg, Russia, he was the
guiding light behind JCRS until his death from
cancer in 1927 at the age of 66. Combining a
well-rounded Jewish and secular education, Spivak became a revolutionary socialist in his youth.
He was forced to flee Russia in 1882 to escape
being apprehended by the Russian secret police
for his radical political activities. Spivak’s cousin
and friend, Dr. Victor Yarros, noted Spivak left
Russia also because of his membership in the Am
Olam (Eternal People) movement, whose members were interested in forming a series of Jewish
agricultural colonies in America.1
Unable to speak English, Spivak first found
work in America as a day laborer. Later he took
on various jobs, among them a road paver on
New York City’s Fifth Avenue and a typesetter on
the Jewish Messenger.2 The latter position
provided Spivak with experience for his later
work with the Denver Jewish News and the JCRS
Sanatorium. In character with Spivak’s devotion
to humanity, medicine was the profession he
pursued. In 1890 he graduated from Jefferson
Medical College in Philadelphia with honors, and
by 1895 was Chief of Staff of the Philadelphia
Polyclinics in gastroenterological diseases, his
specialty. According to his colleague, Dr. Boris
Bogen, Spivak was a distinguished social worker,
who, even with his busy schedule, took time out
to remain active in intellectual and charitable
pursuits of the Jewish immigrant groups in
Philadelphia.3
In 1896 Dr. Spivak moved to Denver,
Colorado for a cure of incipient tuberculosis of
his wife, Jenny Charsky Spivak, to which she and
As the Tower of Hope, the New York Building became an
important symbol for the JCRS. It was erected in 1911
exclusively for men and housed 64 patients. It was financed
by the New York Ladies’ Auxiliary with $25,000.The New
York Building is now owned by Jefferson County.
All photos courtesy of Lakewood Heritage Center.
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Dr. Charles
Spivak, a Russian
Jew, was the
founder and
most dedicated
patron of JCRS.
A distinguished
social worker
and political
activist, he was
well-known in
the Denver
medical
community.
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most other
people at the
time referred
to as a mere
“cold”. Jenny,
their daughter
Deena Strauss
and their son
David already
had gone to
Denver in
1895. Ruth,
their
youngest,
was born
in Denver.
Dr. Spivak
soon became
active in the
Denver
medical
community, serving from 1896 to 1901 as an
associate professor in the Department of
Medicine at the Denver and Gross College of
Medicine (1900 to 1907). He was elected
secretary of the Denver and Arapahoe Medical
Society in 1897 and president of the Colorado
Medical Library Association in 1902.4
When Dr. Spivak arrived in Denver, the city
had already received national acclaim as a center
for the treatment of tuberculosis. Historian Billy
Jones wrote, “No portion of the health frontier
with the possible exception of Southern
California, received greater nationwide publicity
after the Civil War than Colorado,”5 and as early
as 1876, the new state of Colorado was being
flatteringly referred to as “The World’s
Sanatorium.”6
The need for proper accommodation of tuberculars increased over the years, but lodging and
medical care did not. For many people who had
come to Denver, not for gold but for its sunshine
and a cure, there was little hope to accomplish
this. A group of 20 Jewish immigrant tradesmen,
some of them themselves racked by the disease,
met on October 31, 1903, to find a solution to
this dire need.7
While National Jewish Hospital had been
organized largely by prominent and wealthy
Denver Jewish citizens, the original founders of
what would become the Jewish Consumptives’

Relief Society were of a more humble nature.
The Denver News reported later that the “Society
was founded by a handful of young Jewish
tradesmen who pooled their funds of $1.10 to
begin their fight against tuberculosis.”8
Led by Benjamin Diamond, a tinner by trade
and himself a victim of advanced tuberculosis,
the group named itself the “Denver Charity for
Consumptives.” Dr. Spivak, the historian, noted
the names and occupations of the men involved:
David Bernhardt, a furrier; Louis Bornstein, a
silkweaver; Henry Cohen, who served as secretary of the group, a clerk; Jacob Cooper, a tailor;
A. Heublum, a painter; David Kaufman, an
actor; M. Levinger, a musician; J. Millstine, a
photographer; Louis Shapiro, a cigar maker; Benjamin Wittenstein, a furrier; L. Wolf, a tailor;
and Morris Yasness, a cigar maker; along with
seven others. Meeting a week later, the group
changed its name to “The Denver Appeal Society
for Consumptives,” feeling the word charity was
too condescending. Later in 1904 the name “The
Jewish Consumptives’ Relief Society” (JCRS) was
chosen. The motto of JCRS was taken from the
Talmud: “He who saves one life is considered as
if he had preserved the whole world.”9 The
group described the aim of JCRS as being, “The
relief of destitute consumptives in all stages of
the disease.”
After several meetings of the group, the society
was permanently organized on January 2, 1904.
An election of officers was held and J.S. Jaffa was
elected president; Dr. Philip Hillkowitz, vice
president; Dr. Adolph Zederbaum, treasurer; and
Dr. Spivak, secretary. Each one had emigrated
from Russia in his youth and sympathized with
the plight of indigent Eastern European immigrants seeking the cure in the restorative climate
of Denver.
At the same meeting, the decision was made to
raise $1,000 in Denver before appealing to the rest
of the country; an amount that was later changed
to $2,000. The response from the Jewish community was unexpectedly positive. The JCRS began a
nationwide appeal for funds to establish a sanatorium for destitute consumptives. By 1927, 13 traveling fundraisers were soliciting donations from
women’s organizations in Jewish communities
throughout the country were established in Denver,
Chicago, and New York City, the center of the
United States garment industry.

The Jewish Consumptives’ Relief Society was
formally dedicated on September 4, 1904. The
history of JCRS and Dr. Spivak’s life are so intertwined that it is difficult to consider one without
the other. The search for an appropriate setting
for the treatment facility began in early 1904. In
mid-year, 20 acres10 were purchased in Jefferson
County open country. West Colfax Avenue was a
dirt road at that time, and Lakewood did not
even have a general store. By 1940, through
additional purchases and donations, the site had
grown to its maximum size of 148 acres.
After selection of the site, a building committee directed by Abraham Judlowitz was formed
to oversee the construction of housing and facilities. Seven 10’ x 12’ prefabricated tent cottages
of wood and canvas were purchased for $75 each
from the Colorado Tent Company. At the time,
such tents were thought to provide an open air
environment essential for the recovery from
tuberculosis. A central wooden building, 20’ x
40’, was constructed at a cost of $4,317.00. It
served as a kitchen, dining room, pantry and
linen closet, and on cold evenings doubled as a

library, den and general recreational room. It was
subsequently converted to a stable and later
demolished.
Because of the remote location of the property, an 850-foot artesian well was drilled and a
water tower built from which to distribute water
to each building. One-quarter mile of underground tunnels facilitated patient transfer, meal
delivery and the distribution of steam heat to
each building from a central power plant.
JCRS wanted the design to represent a
campus-like atmosphere that would provide a
unique sense of peace and tranquility. Architects
included James Manning, William E. Fisher,
Arthur A. Fisher and Raymond Harry Ervin.
Thus the building facades face a planted double
parkway which forms an esplanade more than a
city block long and reflects a panorama of
institutional architecture as it developed in the
United States over the first half of the 20th
century. The Texas Pavilion for Women stands
at the west end, facing the 1920 New York
Building on the east with its “Tower of Hope,”
which became an important symbol for the

Texas Pavilion for
Women, erected
in 1927 at a cost
of half a million
dollars, was
largely financed
by Texas
supporters; it
contained an
operating room,
patient wards,
a heliotherapy
room and a
sundeck.
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JCRS Campus
looking east in
1930s from
Texas building.
Wooden tents
are visible in the
foreground.
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hospital. The construction of the 1908 New York
Ladies Auxiliary Pavilion, followed by the 1919
Rude Medical Building, established the southern
boundary of the quadrangle.
Saco Rienk de Boer, born in Ureterp, the
Netherlands in 1883, suffered from tuberculosis
and settled in Denver. Appointed by Mayor
Speer, he succeeded the city’s first landscape architect, Reinhart Schuetze,11 in 1910. Though
DeBoer prepared JCRS “Development Plans” in
both 1925 and 1945,12 the esplanade and virtually all other structures on the campus were completed by 1925. Thus it appears that any DeBoer
plans could only have been used for plantings or
elements of the circulation plan.
A small synagogue at the heart of the campus
served the religious needs of the patients. The
Isaac Solomon Historical Synagogue Foundation
was formed to restore the structure as a living history museum and lifecycle events center. Fund
raising efforts will finance the project. Then Vice
President Harry Truman said at the 41st anniversary dinner in New York City in 1945, “the JCRS
is non-sectarian in everything but its financial
support. The JCRS exemplifies charity in its
finest meaning.”
For many patients, treatment often meant
months or even years at the sanatorium. Eastern
European Jewish immigrants from a background
of poverty, overcrowding and malnutrition and
people working in unsanitary and poorly ventilat-

ed conditions most commonly acquired the disease. A cure of tuberculosis consisted of a regimen
of extensive rest in free-flowing air and high-level
nourishment. First quality produce and eggs,
chickens and dairy products contributed to the
recuperation of tuberculars. Freshness was guaranteed by eliminating lengthy transportation and
establishing an in-house State-of-the-Art poultry
farm and dairy herd. What was not used at JCRS
was sold to the outside. Local hayfields provided
fodder for dairy cattle. Patients who showed signs
of recovery were taught stenography, bookbinding
and other skills in preparation for life outside.
Many who died were buried at the Golden Hill
Cemetery, founded in 1906 by the West Side
Benevolent Society, an auxiliary of the Jewish
Consumptives’ Relief Society to provide burials.
This governing body of the cemetery purchased
20 acres in 1908 at the junction of West Colfax
Avenue and Wise Acres Road on the western edge
of Lakewood. The northern hillside section,
unkempt for years and even today without water,
provided burial space for indigent Jewish patients
who did not survive. Still active today, the flat
southern sector, separated from the northern part
by Wide Acres Road, is well landscaped and
maintained. Large old trees shade its tombstones
and a special section for children. Among the
monuments is that of Dr. Charles Spivak with the
words: Dec. 25, 1861 – Oct. 16, 1927, Articulated Skeleton Willed To & Preserved By The

Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Palestine.13
The Spivak Post Office was originally known
as “Sanatorium,” and in 1924 was set up in a
tent on the spacious grounds of the original tent
city. In 1927 a brick building was constructed
for its use, and Cy Taylor was its first postmaster.
This facility served patients and employees, but
soon others began to use it when they discovered
that it was open to the public14 until it was
closed in June 1967. To memorialize him, the
post office was renamed after Dr. Spivak after his
death in 1927. The post office was closed in
1967. The return address on mailings to the
American Medical Center, however, continued to
read “Spivak, Colorado,” and at the time of the
publication of “76 Stories of Lakewood,” in
1976, the contract station at the JCRS shopping
center was still called “Spivak.”
The complex evolved over 90 years and,
beginning in the 1950s, JCRS and its successor
organizations began to sell portions of the
46.011 acres held at the time. The hospital had
treated more than 10,000 patients and provided
nearly 31⁄2 million days of care, all free of charge.

By 1954, tuberculosis had been brought under
control but patients with tuberculosis were still
admitted at the hospital. JCRS shifted its focus
to treatment and cure of cancer and was renamed
the American Medical Center at Denver. Still
later it became the AMC Cancer Research
Center and Hospital.
Between 1955 and 1956, the JCRS shopping
mall, under separate ownership, was built on the
western portion of the Colfax frontage. Further
eastward expansion of the shopping center later
eliminated campus access from Colfax. AMC
ownership ended in December 2002 with the
sale of 22.77 acres to Rocky Mountain College of
Art & Design (RMCAD), entered from Pierce
Street on the west. The New York “Tower of
Hope” Building, on 2.806 acres, enters from
Kendall Street on the east and is owned by Jefferson County.
On June 26, 1980, the remaining 25.576
acres of JCRS were placed on the National
Register of Historic Places as a Historic District,
and consisted of 34 buildings, 27 tents, a U.S.
Meteorological Station, and a post office.

The JCRS
cattle barn
constructed in
the early 1900s
provided work
and income for
the tuberculosis
center.
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Katherine Ramus and The Blue Jay Inn
By Milly Roeder

T

he Blue Jay Inn in Buffalo Creek is waiting
for a new life. It is closed since the big flood
in 1996 spilled muddy waters up to the
windows above the porch railing. Its dedicated
owner of almost 60 years, Katherine Davis
Ramus died on March 6, 2006 at 94 years old.
Friends and neighbors, trustees and historians,
preservationists and grant administrators are
contemplating how to revive the historic wooden
inn.
When summer heat plagued the people of the
plains, many fled as vacationers or weekend visitors to the cooler ranges of the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains. One of their favorite places
was the Blue Jay Inn in the valley of Buffalo
Creek. Katherine Davis was born July 24, 1911,
in North Newton, Kansas. When she was about
ten years old, her teacher friend suggested
exploring the refreshing mountains in Colorado.
The Davis family rented a “very tiny” cabin in
which to spend summers in Buffalo Creek when
school was out in their hometown of Topeka,
Kansas. Before moving to Denver, Katherine
received degrees in English and music from
Washburn College, and later taught school in
Fallen, Kansas.

Childhood Summers in Buffalo
In the kids’ paradise of Buffalo Creek, Katherine
and her brothers first hiked north around the
river bend behind Green’s store. The way home
made them into true “mountaineers.” Together
with friends they climbed Cathedral Spires,
Mount Evans or Pikes Peak, or waded up and
down the Creek, the namesake of their town.
They played in Mr. Green’s store until he scared
the boisterous bunch with his big broom to go
play in the station house. In the morning, the

Early Blue Jay Inn sign; the latest sign was broken by the
flood of 1996 and found in pieces near Buffalo Creek.
All photos courtesy of the Jim and Ann Enix collection.
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A view of the
Blue Jay Inn
after 1948
shows the inn
from across
County
Highway 126
with a new
shingle and flag
pole. Buffalo
Creek runs
through the
valley at right.
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children collected the mail from the incoming
train for the many families and single ladies summering in the valley. They ran in the opposite
direction in the afternoon, in time for the train
to Denver to take outgoing mail to the post
office, all for five cents or a candy per day per
customer. After the whistle stopped blowing in
1938, Katherine Ramus habitually listened for
the familiar sound in the morning, inviting her
to go for her mail.
At night, the children gathered at the porch of
a friend’s house to sing and tell stories. Each year,
the night of the full August moon, they went on
their favorite “moonlight hike,” well prepared for
a picnic the next morning. Because there were
no picture postcards of the area to send back
home, Katherine’s mother had photo postcards
printed which the “Davis three” peddled in the
neighborhood. The cards “became very popular
with the members of the Girls’ Friendly Society
at the Blue Jay.”1 Miss Ayer, the stern
housemother, allowed the kids to come to the
porch and sell their postcards in little brown bags
only on Fridays, lest someone think she was
running an improper enterprise. Sometimes, next
door neighbor Fred Searway took the kids in his
big Cadillac on exciting expeditions to
Cheesman Dam and Wellington Lake.2
The automobile had ominously begun to rival

the former Colorado and Southern Railroad in
the 1930s. By 1938, the railroad had lost its
importance and was dismantled. The whistle
ceased blowing, and business in the valley began
to falter. The tracks were replaced by a dirt road
on the railroad bed. Interstate 70 and skiing drew
tourists away from the valley through Eisenhower
tunnel at the Continental Divide to the western
slope in the mid 70s.
Across the street from the Davis cabin in Buffalo Creek on Highway 126, prosperity left the
Blue Jay Inn, too, which sat waiting for new
owners and a new life. It took until 1947, when
Katherine and her mother, Lizetta Davis, purchased the two-story inn.

The Origins of the Inn
At the outset, the inn provided shelter and food
for miners and lumbermen. Owner Joseph Bailey
played with the idea of starting a summer resort
and built the Buffalo hotel in 1886. John L.
Jerome acquired the hotel in 1900 and renamed
it “The Blue Jay Inn.” He remodeled it by moving a second building to the property. He linked
it with the first one to form an “L.” When the
roof overhangs did not allow the two buildings to
be pushed together closely, the easiest solution
was to build four little steps which they framed
and enclosed. Jerome then added the porch with

green shingles to the front and north side. Later,
guests at the inn discovered that the northern
porch was often too cold to sit there, even on
the hottest summer days. “Alex Sirois is said to
have hand-carved the stair rail and post in the
lobby.”3 Jerome ran it for a few years until the
Girls’ Friendly Society, sponsored by the Episcopal Church, took over in 1907. They operated it
as a summer retreat for working girls, students,
and church workers until 1947.4 Good neighbor Fred Searway looked after the buildings.
Principled Florence Ayer, the strict matron from
Boston watched over the young house guests,
who stayed at the inn for $7.00 a week.
To make life easier, a generator was set up to
provide the complex with electricity. Hoping to
protect the girls from inappropriate influences,
Miss Ayer turned it and thus the lights off at 9
o’clock at night. It is whispered that young visitors found close-by trees and open windows to
access one or the other young lady under moon
light. Several weddings may have taken place
between girls staying in the resort and young
men from the vicinity. Many other girls later
returned for an occasional visit at the inn.
To prepare the inn for business, Katherine
and her mother brought most of the furniture
for the hotel from the Davis’ home in Denver
and added store-bought beds, chairs and wash
stands. They installed new water lines, snaked
electric wires along the beams for lights, and
replaced the old ice cooling system in the thickwalled store room with modern, kilowatt-fed
refrigeration. From now on, ice no longer had to
be cut and carried from the ice pond on the
river below the house.
The Blue Jay Inn opened a year later, in
1948, with 48 dinner reservations and 24 plates.
A shingle out front welcomed guests to stay for
dinner or overnight, and they were always greeted “with a great big smile and ‘hello, come in
and welcome!’” Local friends and neighborhood
volunteers helped eagerly with cooking and dishwashing.
As innkeeper, and true to that older generation, Katherine’s motto for her young workers
required to “Do it right the first time.” To which
neighbor and friend Jim Enix added, “You don’t
have the time to do it twice.”5 She demanded
freshly washed and ironed bed sheets and other
linens to be folded flawlessly and stashed into

the exact drawers marked with the sizes of the
sheets. She would show only once how to set the
tables. The water glasses had to sparkle when
placed next to the plates. Katherine would not
tolerate any slam-closed door that would startle
her guests while they were relishing their dinners. The big old brass latches on the wall refrigerators also had to be shut softly.6 Ann Enix
remembered how the teacher in Katherine
emerged and have her correct someone using
bad spelling or grammar. Katherine Davis
Ramus was the soul of the Blue Jay Inn for more
than 50 years. One summer day she showed how
caring she could be. A boy from the neighborhood got into trouble tubing down Buffalo
Creek and got caught in debris near the bridge.
Grownups carried the boy to his home, where
his mother and sister, a nurse dressed his
wounds. Katherine came running down to the
creek to help and went all the way to the house
to see that the boy was all right.
Her neighbor Vicki Porter once pictured herself, “standing at the back screen door, hearing
and smelling the coffee perking while listening
to the sounds
of the kitchen
bustling with
energy.” She
imagined
another
neighbor,
“Celeste
Baker sitting
with both
elbows on the
enamel table
and nibbling
on coffee
cake” fresh
from the
oven.7 Out
of the enormous roaster
in her famous
kitchen
Katherine
served dinner
guests fried
chicken with
scalloped
potatoes.

Katherine
(Davis) Ramus,
October 1950
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Katherine
Ramus enjoying
punch and
cookies with
her friends.
(2001)
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That caused Ford Times in the 1950s, to rate the
Blue Jay third best hotel in Colorado right after
the Brown Palace and the Broadmoor. The magazine Map of Famous Restaurants praised it as one
of the best in the country.8
“After Mrs. Davis’ demise, the full management was put in Mrs. Ramus’ hands. She has the
savoir faire of one who has been trained to meet
the public and provide for vacationing wants and
eliminating the
woes,” wrote Edna
Ryan.9
In 1941, Fred
Searway built the
“blue cabin” for
Charles Ramus, an
art history professor
at the University of
Denver,10 who
added many personal touches himself.
He bought materials for less than
$1,000; and, like
his fishing records,
entered every item
in a notebook. The
first years, Charles
lived alone in the
cabin and had an
occasional meal at
the Blue Jay Inn,
once it had opened.
Charles F. Ramus
and Katherine
Davis got married
in 1950. Living in
Denver during the winter, they rarely missed a
hockey game by their preferred team. Katherine
worked as a slide art librarian at the University of
Denver. In her home, boxes lined the walls with
books about knitting, crocheting, quilting and
embroidery she wanted to sell to women in the
region from her yellow wood-paneled Nash Rambler. She drove to every fair and bazaar that
offered information on her specialties; and she
sold books out of her small gift and book store at
the inn.
In the summer, they enjoyed the blue cabin
together or went hiking in the vicinity. While at
the inn on hot afternoons, Katherine offered her

guests delicious homemade lemonade on the
porch. Charles usually sat on the porch, greeting
arriving guests. He took them on fishing excursions and showed them how to tie flies, an art he
had acquired as a boy vacationing on the Platte
near Foxton. For 23 years, he kept records of the
days, stream conditions, weather, flies used,
strikes, and releases of 13,420 trout he caught.
Besides teaching and editing a collection of cartoons about 19th century French parliamentarians by sculptor Honoré Daumier, he taught a
couple of fishing classes at DU. After Charles’
death of cancer in 1979, Katherine did not enter
the cabin for nine years.
Guests at the Blue Jay Inn came from Denver
and the plains. They stayed after having spent an
afternoon or weekend on the river or of hiking in
the surrounding mountains.
Ladies may have enjoyed a stroll on the shore
of the river. Boys may have explored catching fish
or crawdads and throw skipping stones with their
dads, big brothers or Charles Ramus. Girls may
have twisted flowers for fragrant wreaths to adorn
themselves. They also may have brought fascinating creatures from their excursions. There must
have been a swing somewhere on which to create
a cool breeze when gliding back and forth.
Visitors and neighbors completed the day in
the pleasant dining room with a delectable dinner
prepared by the ladies of the house. Big platters
and bowls filled with the products of Katherine’s
recipe collection waited on the side board,
accompanied by refreshing beverages.
To retreat to the parlor for stimulating after
dinner conversations, guests first passed by the
only telephone of the house in its wooden booth.
Its shrill ringing dictated a run from the kitchen
through the dining room up the four steps to the
booth each time a merchant announced his coming with an order of fresh produce or a helper
regretting not being able to come to work this
busy night. One fine day, Katherine got the better of it, and ordered a second phone installed in
the kitchen.
The owners’ love of art still reflects from paintings on the walls. An impressive handcrafted
wooden railing safely guided the guests to the
bedrooms on the upper floor. While day visitors
left with the last train back to the city, others
stayed for the night upstairs to leave early next
morning or remain for another day or week.

Time went on. In 1974, the
Blue Jay was listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places. Then, a sudden flashflood in July 1996 followed the
Buffalo Creek wildfire of May
18 and rushed down Sand
Draw. It surged through houses
and ripped out a garage, spilled
across the porch of the inn and
above the railing, and rammed
down the boxes of blooming
petunias. It left mud streaks on
the window panes. The waters
seeped into the house and
licked at many boxes rim-filled
with books. It washed away the
shingle outside that had invited
travelers to the Blue Jay Inn.
The Blue Jay Inn ceased to serve
guests in 1998. In 2001, friends
of the DAR (Society of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, Denver chapter)
honored Katherine for having
been an active member of the
DAR for over 60 years. That
same summer, her friends celebrated her 90th birthday at the
inn. The last event held at the
Blue Jay Inn, an afternoon tea
reception, observed the 100th
anniversary of the little Chapel
in the Hills (a landmark of the
Jefferson County Preservation
Program). Although natural
disasters struck the community
of Buffalo Creek and forced her
to close the Blue Jay Inn,
Katherine, its owner, hostess,
cook and soul stayed at the inn
to summer until 2001.
The brush under the tall
trees that kept sunshine from
entering the veranda has now
been cut. Rainwater is finding
its way through the roof into
the house. Old age and diminishing strength denied Katherine the ability to maintain and

Above: Afternoon tea at the Blue Jay Inn

Below: Noted artist of appliqué tapestries, Arlette

celebrating Katherine Ramus’ 90th birthday,

Gosieski, created this scene depicting Katherine Ramus

with antique sideboard in the background.

at afternoon tea at the Blue Jay Inn. (All rights reserved.)
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repair the inn. She passed away
March 6, 2006. Katherine was
interred in the cemetery of The Little Chapel in the Hills in Buffalo
Creek, where her life was celebrated
on July 22, 2006.
True, Katherine Ramus may be
gone; may her good spirit,
metaphorically speaking, keep an eye
on the hotel, its kitchen and its dining room, and the craft books. The
words of marketing specialist John
Montgomery, “…with a little work
we could serve a meal there tonight,”
combined with creativity and energy
point to a new long term treasure.
For now, Ann and Jim Enix,
Katherine’s longtime dedicated
friends and trustees of the inn, are
looking for matching funds to a
grant of $29,590.00 by the State
Historical Fund for a structural
assessment and plans for restoration.
At the time of writing, a market
study is planned to determine the
involvement of the community and
to find an interesting alternative

reuse. To imagine many happy weddings and family reunions, yes, and
company retreats, too.
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The front porch where Charles Ramus introduced guests to the art of fly
fishing and Katherine offered cool lemonade on hot summer afternoons.
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Golden Chateau
By Richard Gardner

T

he Golden Chateau is one of the few
remaining historic dance halls in Jefferson County. It was first built in
1926 by Ben H. Tilley as the central fieldstone portion of the present building as
the dance floor, known as the Golden
Pheasant Club. It served as a dance floor
and included a counter serving soft
drinks, ice cream, candies, cigars, cigarettes and light lunches.
It was a popular attraction from the
start, managed by hall manager Ted Topping with Agnes Bowe’s six-piece house
band “Snappy Dragon.” The place was
available to couples per dance, for entire
evenings, or rental by local clubs, and it
quickly became a popular social center for
the surrounding region. It was renowned
as having one of the best dance floors in
Colorado, and drew patrons from as far as
Lowry Air Force Base. Among its early
fundraisers was one by the Golden Fire
Department to build the new Loveland
Fire Station in 1927, still standing at 9th
and East Streets in Golden.

Land marks

Photos by Milly Roeder

– One of the Last Great Dance Floors

Left:Three
colorful layers
of design above
door on north

From the beginning, Tilley projected and soon
thereafter built additions on the front and rear, including an enclosed porch and a large dining room. Crafted in a combination of the popular Pueblo and Mission Revival styles of the time often used in homes or
commercial buildings, these gave the building an even
more distinctive appearance. By the 1940s, Tilley
renamed the establishment Tilley’s Lockewood Club.
In 1944 the Lockewood Club was sold to Elmer
Quist, who continued operating the dance club for a
short time.
He sold it in 1945 to Bart H. Kemble. Under his
proprietorship it became known by its famous name,
the Golden Chateau, and continued to be a popular
dance hall and gathering place, even known for rowdy
and boisterous events from time to time. The Golden
Chateau ceased operation in 1959, when it was sold to
Neil Livingood, who for many years used the building
and grounds as a scrap yard. In 2004 he sold it to the
Golden Elks Club, who converted it into their lodge.
Rural dance hall resorts were popular regional social
centers and attractions in Jefferson County, particularly during Prohibition. They offered favorite musical
entertainment, places for couples to meet and have
fun, halls for area organizations to hold their own
entertainment and fundraisers, and often were places
to enjoy illegal booze, rowdy parties and even prostitu-

tion. Usually these dance halls were built along major
country thoroughfares, and sought out places included Twilight Gardens, Pete’s Place/Silver State Roadhouse, Rock Rest, Hollywood Barn, Midway, and
more.
Because of illegal activity and scofflaw proprietors,
these dance halls often were busted by the police and
closed down by judges, and eventually, most were put
out of business. Today historic dance halls in Jefferson
County are all but extinct, with only Rock Rest and
the Golden Chateau known to remain. The Golden
Chateau survived in part because its founders insisted
on operating a lawful and orderly establishment,
enabling it to operate through Prohibition into later
times.
The unique architecture of this building has made
it a recognizable landmark for many years. Its original
central section is a one-story hall constructed of fieldstone topped with a broad span gambrel roof. Its west
side is an exposed stone wall with a double doorway,
flanked on either side by rows of high-silled multipane windows. The front consists of a stucco enclosed
porch addition featuring a central arched front doorway topped by a belfry parapet in mission style with
false vigas projecting from the porch front roofline.
The Golden Chateau was designated a Jefferson
County Landmark on October 21, 2006.

elevation.
Above: On
the Adobe-style
east wall of the
Golden Chateau
Ben Tilley
spread the
name of his club:
LOCKEWOOD.
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Above: Main barn

Ken-Caryl Ranch History
By Richard Gardner

T

Below: Dakota
Lodge

he historic Ken-Caryl Ranch is one of the
largest pieces of a proud Jefferson County legacy, the ranching and raising of livestock which
generations have known since before the Gold
Rush. Ken-Caryl was one of our most famous
ranches, with its cattle known across the United
States and its owner a newspaper publisher. Now
Ken-Caryl Ranch seeks the landmark designation
its prominent past has long earned.
Ken-Caryl Ranch began in 1913, when Rocky
Mountain News owner John C. Shaffer bought
3,500 acres with which to build a large, front line
ranching
spread. He
was one of the
successors of
Robert Boyles
Bradford, the
original owner
of the property since 1859.
He named it
after his own
sons, Kent
and Carroll,
and soon
Photo by Marilyn Elrod
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sought to find the manager he needed to run it.
Shaffer looked to Fort Collins, asking Professor
George E. Morton at Colorado A&M (now Colorado State University) which of his graduate students in animal husbandry could run a sizeable
commercial herd. The professor introduced Shaffer
to Frank J. Smith, telling Shaffer about Smith’s
remarkable work ethic through many types of
menial jobs, and said “He worked hard all the time,
but could get more fun out of life than any man in
college. I’d say there’s your man.” Smith was
promptly hired.
Ken-Caryl was not meant to be solely a ranch. It
was also a country home for Kent, who was an
invalid suffering from tuberculosis. John had
brought his family to Colorado from Chicago in
1913, quite likely at least in part because of his
son’s health, as Colorado was known as a refuge to
heal victims of this plague. On a hilltop Shaffer
built his own country home, the grand 8,000-foot
Manor House, a Georgian Revival style mansion,
and laid out the ranch below. He built a handsome
Craftsman-style Superintendent’s house, and the
small barn and larger tile cattle barn.
At Ken-Caryl, Smith built one of the nation’s
most noted cattle operations from the ground up.
Smith longed to compete successfully in the livestock fairs of Colorado and the east, but found he

was out of his league and sought to change that. In
1922 Shaffer gave Smith authority over purchasing
breeding prospects for the herd, and Smith quickly
got to work. Going east, he gained success on the
circuit with the cow Crystal Mischief and grand
champion steer Deacon in 1924. From Fulscher &
Kepler he purchased Prince Domino 111th and
Prince Domino 133rd, and the latter was awarded
grand champion at all fairs except Chicago in 1926.
Smith quickly saw the potential of these bloodlines,
and purchased a 1/2 interest in the original Prince
Domino for his boss.
Three years later, the prominent editor Arthur C.
Johnson, writing for the National Western Stock
Show edition of the Denver Daily Record Stockman,
said, “The purchase of a one-half interest in the
great breeding bull Prince Domino, in February,
1925, by Ken-Caryl ranch, could hardly be classed
as created the sensation that a half, or even quarter
interest purchase in that valuable animal would
cause today. The blood of the great bull had been
planted in various corners of the land, but it had
not been sent into South America or into dozens of
states where the tops of advertisements announced,
‘Prince Domino Herefords have since grown in
vogue.’” Prince Domino proved of remarkable
health, able to be shipped hundreds of miles every
90 days, and his offspring proved to be of consistent
quality. The bull’s original owners had likely
assumed the 11-year-old bull would shortly end his
career, while Smith was betting he would live a long
time. Smith proved right, got his money back many
times over, and the Ken-Caryl herd was vaulted to
national fame, with its bloodlines spread throughout the land. Johnson further wrote, “Frank J.
Smith, recognized today as one of the best showmen America has seen, can be given the credit of
the enterprising move which, through the shows,
placed Prince Domino on the preferred list of every
breeder and made his sons the top placers in the
leading shows and sales throughout the country.”
Ken-Caryl’s herd of Herefords topped sales at the
American Royal Live Stock expositions through the
1920s. Accommodating the growing herd, Shaffer
annexed the historic Bradford Ranch upon the
death of James Adam Perley in 1926. At the original
Bradford home, Shaffer installed a hardwood floor
on the second story and held dances there. Meanwhile, he himself had gone on to own the Denver
Times and Denver Republican newspapers. However,
nobody knew that, when profiled in the limelight in

1929, Ken-Caryl was in fact on the edge of a
precipice. The stock market crashed and the Great
Depression hit hard. Shaffer lost everything, including his now famous 10,000 acre ranch. After that
time, Ken-Caryl passed through several hands, and in
1949, the Bradford House was purchased by Cap
McDannald, a Texas oilman, who sold it in 1971 to
Johns Manville Corporation. It burned to its outer
shell in 1967. Also in 1971, the company built its
new Research & Development Center on its 10,000
acres to consolidate its corporate headquarters, data
processing and other Colorado staff facilities. When
the facility was completed in 1972, it boasted one of
the world’s largest research facilities for Johns
Manville’s operations in raw materials, insulations,
pipe construction, environmental controls, and other
industrial specialties. Not needing the areas beyond
operations, Johns Manville subdivided and sold off
their lands as the new Ken-Caryl subdivisions.
With an eye towards preservation, the historic
landmarks of Ken-Caryl Ranch have remained for
future generations to enjoy. The Manor House
became one of the famed restaurants of twins Dale
and Dean Peterson in 1990, while the core ranch
buildings continued in ranching use. The Bradford
House ruins were stabilized and the Bradford House
III and II archaeological sites excavated by the Colorado Archaeological Society. Along with several
other sites in the area, both sites were listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. Today ranch
landmarks remain under the care of the Ken-Caryl
Ranch Master Association, which seeks to add the
home of Smith and the legendary Ken- Caryl herd to
the list of Ken-Caryl’s designated historic landmarks.
Ken-Caryl Ranch was designated a Jefferson
County Landmark on October 21, 2006.

Below:
Small barn
Photo by Milly Roeder

Sources
Golden Transcript,
11/3/1971; 7/2/1976
Jefferson County Republican, 4/11/1929
Historical files of Richard
J. Gardner
Jefferson County Historical Commission records
Ruth Beckwith, “Stage
House Toward the Hills,”
Denver Westerners Brand
Book, 1954
Dolores Ebner, Email correspondence, June 13,
2006
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JEFFERSON COUNTY
Harold Elliott Bray
Jefferson County Sheriff 1962 to 1991
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“Born on the Pecos and died on the Pecos” was a
statement Harold Elliott Bray made to his family
when he moved to Arizona to retire in 1991. He
was born August 6, 1920, in Cuervo, New Mexico, only 15 miles from the Pecos River, and he
died in August, 1998, at the Pecos Ranch in
Chandler, Arizona. Bray attended and
graduated from Santa Rosa High
School. His pursuit of education brought him to Lakewood, Colorado, where he
attended a local community college, and then
enrolled in a school to
learn the art of gunsmithing. In 1941 he
enlisted in the United
States Navy and was
trained as gunner’s
mate first class
aboard a destroyer.
During World War II
he served with distinction in two major
naval battles of Leyte
and Iron Bottom Sound
in the Pacific Theater.
In 1946 he met and married Geraldine Avon and
returned to Jefferson County,
Colorado. He enrolled as a full time
student in the only gunsmith school in
the United States, the Colorado School of Trades
in Lakewood. During this time he had a part
time job as Deputy Sheriff, and in 1952 he
received a full time position with the Sheriff ’s
Office. He then was promoted to Sergeant,
Investigator Sergeant, the Captain of Investigations. In this position he worked on many high
profile cases, including the infamous Kostal-Watson case, in which he arrested two murderers,
Mary Pearl Walker and Harold David Wooley; he
was the lead investigator when Adolph Coors III
was kidnapped and murdered.
In 1962 the Board of County Commissioners

appointed Bray Sheriff, following the resignation
of Arthur Wermuth. After taking office his first
mission was to rid Jefferson County of organized
crime. This began years of proactive investigations into the underworld of organized crime
that ultimately led to the eradication of illegal
gambling and liquor distribution in
the County. He led the investigation into the Denver Police burglary scandal. Recognizing
the need to insure communications between police
agencies, Bray created
the Law Enforcement
Teletype System that
later became a nationwide communication
link. He led the fight
to obtain legislation
to create a statewide
law enforcement basic
training academy. In
1969 the Colorado
Law Enforcement
Training Academy
opened at Camp George
West in Golden to train
police officers from all over
the state. Harold Bray was the
energy behind the construction of
the Sheriff ’s Complex and Detention
Facility, which opened in 1986 to house
436 prisoners and work space for 480 Deputy
Sheriffs.
Bray served 35 years as a lawman in Jefferson
County and was sheriff for 26 years. No other
government official held office as long and successfully as Harold Bray. In January 1990 he
announced his retirement. “As Jefferson County
Sheriff for almost three decades, Bray, the cop’s
cop set the standard for the Office” (Dick Hilker,
Golden Transcript).
Harold Bray was elected to the Jefferson
County Historical Commission Hall of Fame
in 2006.
Photo courtesy of Dennis Potter

HALL OF FAME
Donald Ebner
Dedicated to Public Service and Cultural and Historical Research
Donald Ebner was born in Chicago, Illinois.
He attended Illinois Institute of Technology
and served in the Navy during World War II.
After the war he attended Wright Junior College and Northwestern University. He and his
wife Dolores raised five children and
have two grandsons. After
operating their own business
in Peoria, Illinois, the
family moved to Wheat
Ridge, Colorado, and
then to the KenCaryl area.
Don worked for
Great Western
Sugar Company
for twenty years,
where he was
Packaging and
Handling Engineer and then
Manager of Safety
and Health. He
was a charter member of the Society
of Packaging and
Handling Engineers.
After taking early
retirement, Don’s interest
turned to preservation and
history. He audited classes at the
University of Colorado, studying Colorado
History, and recently worked with foreign
students, volunteering to help teach them
American English.
For 13 years he was a member of the
Jefferson County Historical Commission,
serving as Secretary, Vice-Chairman and

Chairman. He promoted awareness and
interest in historical sites in unincorporated
Jefferson County, served on the Grants
Committee, and the Historic Preservation
Committee of the Commission. His efforts
contributed to the establishment
of the present Landmark
Designation program.
He was an active member
of the Ken-Caryl Ranch
Historical Society and
spearheaded the efforts
to save the 1859 Bradford Perley House,
which received State
Historic designation
in 1997. Through
his efforts students
from the Colorado
School of Mines
have done school
projects on the
house. He helped
obtain the services of
Hoehn Architects and
Atkinson Noland Engineers for ongoing preservation of the house, and
helped to obtain a grant from
the Colorado State Historical
Fund to preserve the building. His
work with the Colorado Archaeological Society
culminated in an archaeological district in the
Ken-Caryl Ranch being listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
Don Ebner was elected to the Jefferson
County Historical Commission Hall of Fame
in 2006.
Photo by Dolores A. Ebner
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Lakeside is the Place!
A History of the Lakeside Amusement Park

Below:The park’s
150-foot Tower of
Jewels with 16,000

By Robert J. Olson

globes beckons
fun-seekers to
Lakeside, is a
square campanile
with Venetian and
Moorish overtones redesigned
by Richard
Crowther.

O

n opening day, May 30, 1908, the Denver Republican described the festivities
proclaiming, “Lakeside is the place!
There is nothing west of Chicago that approaches
Denver’s big White City and 50,000 people came
away from the new resort yesterday gladly conceding that
every promise made in
advance had been kept.…
The resort was officially
christened at ten
o’clock…by Miss
Gertrude Zang,
daughter of Adolph
Zang. Mayor Speer
(of Denver) put
the machinery of
the place in
motion by
touching a
button in
his office
downtown,

Right:The high flying Rocket Ships and 20 other
thrilling rides provide entertainment for young and old.
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All photos courtesy of Lakeside Amusement Park.

and Miss Zang broke a bottle of champagne
against the Tower at the main entrance.”
The town of Lakeside is 160 acres bounded by
th
44 Avenue, Interstate 70, Sheridan Boulevard
and Harlan Street. Originally settled by Mathew
Cartwright in the 1860’s the land patent was
issued February 15, 1870. Denver ice dealer
George Miles purchased the land and lake prior
to 1873.
The land was subdivided as “Sylvan Lake
Addition to Denver” in 1897 with eight blocks
with 25 foot by 125 foot lots adjacent to 44th
Avenue. The Sylvan Lake Park Company was formed August
26, 1897, by

Frank Smith, Billie Wanner, and John Romer. It
featured plans for an oval track surrounding the
lake. Then in 1901 the Denver and Northwest
Railway Company began constructing a railroad
to Utah which passed through the north part of
the land. George Miles received $350 for his
land.
On March 25, 1907, George Miles sold his
land to the Philip Zang family for $35,000, who
envisioned building the large amusement park.
Two companies were established to erect the first
park roller coaster: Lakeside Realty Company
with Albert Lewin as manager, and Lakeside
Scenic Railway Company.
Work began in summer 1907, to build several
buildings on the site, as well as a roller coaster
and other attractions. On September 1, 1907,
the Denver Republican wrote “with plans complete for a beautiful casino building, the Lakeside
Park and Realty Company is getting ready to
construct its ambitiously designed resort at Sheridan Boulevard and Forty Sixth Avenue. For six
months men have been at work laying out
the ground and lake. E.H. Moorman, the
architect, has just completed his plans for the
main structure…”
There was an update on January 1, 1908.
“Lakeside Park, which will have such a wealth of
various attractions that it will be known
as the Coney Island of the
West, will be
opened

to the public early the coming season… (It) is
being established at an expense of over half a
million dollars by the Lakeside Realty and
Amusement Company, composed of local capitalists and headed by such well known residents
as Adolf Zang, Peter Friederich, John Keefe,
Godfrey Schirmer and Albert Lewin…the enterprise, which will be a startling innovation for
Denver…”
The great amusement parks of the early twentieth century offered electric lighting as an attraction. Still a novelty, the notion of bright lights
after the sun went down had great appeal. The
lights on the five story Lakeside tower were visible from the city, which was without street lighting. Lighting inside the park was even more
spectacular.
Despite owning the largest brewery in the
state, Zang was unable to get a license to sell
liquor in his new park. As early as May 4, 1907,
The Golden Globe reported that “Mountain View
is not anxious to grant the two licenses needed
by the Company. If they do not, the Company
says they will lay out a town site and move in a
community that will do their bidding.” That is
exactly what happened. Land was platted, homes
built, an incorporation election held, and the Town of
Lakeside created on
November 25, 1907. The
original officers were
Marvin Adams, Mayor;
and Max Levy, John
Yeager, Hugh O’Connell, John Feuster,
Chester Weselquist,
and Kate Adams as
trustees. A referendum was held on
the question,
“shall this town
of Lakeside
become antisaloon territory?”
After enjoying initial success, the
companies experienced financial difficulty. In February, 1913, Lakeside Park and
Realty Company was unable to pay its $1,428

Left:The all
stainless-steel
streamlined
Diesel-powered
miniature train,
equipped with
air-brakes, airhorns and airsanders was
specially built for
this park and is
the only train of
this kind in
North America.
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Right: Favorite
rendezvous of
summertime funseekers, Lakeside
entertains record
crowds with the
Auto Skooters,
where you drive
your own with no
traffic regulations.
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property tax bill. Charges of selling beer on Sunday were investigated by the District Attorney.
The theater and dance hall were only mildly successful. On November 13, 1911, fire threatened
the roller coaster and other rides near the lake.
On January 14, 1912, fire damaged the skating
rink and roller coaster, causing $73,000 in damage.
The same year, a new roller coaster was built
by Josiah Pearce and Sons of Pittsburgh. This
$60,000 figure-eight roller coaster started near
the Tower building, circled behind the Dance
Hall, and came near the lake before completing
its loop and returning to the station.
The fire losses and poor financial results
required the amusement park to reorganize its
finances. A new company, Colorado Realty and
Amusement Company, purchased all of the
property owned by the previous two operating
companies. Frank Kirchhof became the president
of the new company. Philip Friederich replaced
his father Peter on the board of directors.
William Buck, a son-in-law of Philip Zang, was
also added to the board of directors. After the
1917 summer season, the Hibernia Bank and
Trust foreclosed on Lakeside Park and another
financial reorganization took place.
Denver Park and Amusement Company
acquired Lakeside. A baseball diamond was built.
Attractions such as bull fighting, movie making,
exhibitions, and the annual Jefferson County
Fair were all held at Lakeside. Concessionaires
came and went. However, in 1917, a new candy
and food stand was opened by Benjamin Krasner, a concessionaire at the park.
He and his family
have been
associated
with Lakeside
ever since. At
the end of the
1931 season
there was not
enough cash to
pay all of the
bills. On March
25, 1933, Harry
Zimmerhachel was
appointed receiver.
H.L. Luckenbach
purchased Lakeside

on March 1, 1934.
Benjamin Krasner was the next owner. From
Binghampton, New York, he had established a
catering business in Lakeside in 1917. In the
spring of 1934 Krasner set up a new company,
Lakeside Park Company, and his extended family
contributed financial resources to meet the dayto-day needs of the amusement park. With a
$32,000 first mortgage and a $29,400 second
mortgage, Krasner was able to gain control of the
amusement park prior to the 1934 season.
General maintenance was performed, and new
rides and attractions were added. These included
mechanical rides such as the
“Loop-o-Plane, “Rolloplane”
and “Tumblebug.” In 1940,
a new roller coaster was
built to replace the “Derby”
coaster. This ride was
named the “Cyclone” and
became an enduring classic, which is still in operation 66 years later.
Other 1930s changes
were the College Inn,
Gay Way Inn, and
Royal Grove picnic
pavilion. Denver
architect Richard
Crowther designed
these structures
and renovations
of the

Left:The greatest

Tower. After Krasner purchased
Lakeside Park, ballroom dancing
in the El Patio Ballroom became
very popular. Many of America’s
great dance bands performed at
Lakeside during the 1930s including
Freddy Martin, Phil Harris, Artie
Shaw, and Tony Pastor.
After World War II, Jefferson County began to grow rapidly with thousands of new homes being built. This
led to the need for retail development.
Texas developer Gerri von Frellick was
looking for a site to build one of the first
suburban “shopping centers” in America.
He selected a site at West 44th
Avenue and Harlan
Street for

his first suburban commercial venture. In June, 1954, Von Frellick and
Krasner agreed to an option to purchase a 62
acre site. By summer 1955, construction was
under way. Lakeside shopping center would be
anchored by the Denver Dry Goods Company, Walgreens, W. T. Grant, and King Soopers. The shopping center opened on August
30, 1956. Within two years Montgomery
Ward built its first suburban store at Lakeside.
The money gained from the sale of land
to Gerri Von Frellick allowed Ben Krasner to add
to the amusement park. Two of the new rides

coaster in North
America, the
Cyclone, vies for
popularity with
20 other thrilling,
breathtaking
rides at Lakeside.
Built in 1940,
it became the
enduring
classic still
operating 66
years later.

purchased during the late 1950s were
the “Satellite” and the “Scrambler”.
When Ben Krasner died in August 1965,
the management of Lakeside Park was divided
among his sister, Jennie Ruttner, Jennie’s husband Martie, Ben’s wife Miriam Krasner, and
his daughter Rhoda Krasner. After Martie Ruttner died in 1969, Rhoda became the general
manager of Lakeside Park. In 1969, Lakeside
had 23 adult thrill rides, 16 kiddie rides, games,
food stands and a large picnic program.
Nationwide family owned amusement parks
were being replaced with corporate theme parks
modeled after the highly successful Disneyland
in Anaheim, California. Several large corporations began investing in theme parks which
were built far outside of major cities but adjacent to the new interstate highways being built.
In 1970, Denver was one of the few major
cities in the United States with two competing

Center:The
popular El Patio
Ballroom built by
Denver architect
Richard
Crowther in the
1940s. Great
dance bands like
Freddy Martin,
Phil Harris, Artie
Shaw and Tony
Pastor played to
3,000 dancers.
Its specially
constructed
maple floor
provided a satinsmooth surface
for 3,000 dancers
nightly.
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amusement parks and no corporate theme parks.
One of the major hazards for wooden amusement parks has always been fire. Jefferson County District Attorney had been investigating Lakeside Park. In June, 1973, a report alleging 65
violations was issued. Many of the electrical violations were soon resolved. A plan to upgrade
safety standards over several years was negotiated. On December 10, 1973, a catastrophic fire
destroyed the old “natatorium,” an indoor swimming pool which would attract millions in the
years before public pools were constructed by
local parks and recreation districts. In addition
to the Lakeside volunteer fire department, members of the Denver, Wheat Ridge, Arvada, and
Edgewater fire departments responded.
In the years following the fire, changes were
made at Lakeside Park. El Patio ballroom, which
became a discotheque known as Moonlight Gardens, was closed. One of the last fun houses in
America finally closed in 1985. “Laughing Sally”
was replaced with the Dragon mini roller coaster.
Gone were the roulette wheel, barrels, slides, and
strobe light.
In 1991, amusement park history changed
forever when Elitch Gardens Amusement Park
moved from West 38th Avenue and Tennyson
Street to the Central Platte Valley. For 83 years
the two parks had operated one mile apart. Their
proximity and long standing competition were
unique in the history of American amusement
parks. A few years later Elitch’s was acquired by
Premier Parks, then by Six Flags Corporation.
Meanwhile next door, the Lakeside Shopping
Center was undergoing changes. When it was
built in 1956, all of the stores had outdoor entry
doors. There was an open walkway connecting
anchor tenants. At the west end was Montgomery Ward. In the center was Denver Dry
Goods. And on the east was King Soopers. The
stores in between were national chain retailers
like Woolworth, Zales and Skaggs Drugs.
In 1983, a major remodeling took place. King
Soopers and Skaggs left Lakeside. The open
walkways were enclosed and new retail spaces
were created on the lower level, including a new
“Food Court.” Lakeside “Shopping Center”
became Lakeside “Mall.” But there were changes
in national retailing which limited the success of
the renovations. The Denver Dry Goods company was sold and the Lakeside branch closed.
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Woolworth, W.T. Grant, and Montgomery Ward
also went out of business.
New anchor Target built at the east end of the
building, bringing new life to part of the center
that remained underutilized after King Soopers
left. In 1989, the City of Wheat Ridge planned
to de-annex Lakeside Mall from the Town of
Lakeside and add it to Wheat Ridge. The plan
called for more economic development to make
the Mall a major tax producer for that city. The
town of Lakeside was opposed. In a David-andGoliath battle the Colorado Municipal League
backed Lakeside’s right to maintain its boundary.
By 1991, Lakeside Mall’s financial situation
deteriorated. General Electric’s finance subsidiary
purchased the property as part of a large national
transaction. Sevo Miller bought the property for
$8,500,000 in 1991. The Mall was still 85%
occupied excluding the former Denver Dry
building. That occupancy rate declined over the
next ten years. Local retailers replaced national
tenants. Occupancy improved when Nash Finch
opened an Avanza grocery store aimed at attracting shoppers wanting Hispanic products. Sevo
Miller sold the property in January 2006.
In the past twenty years, interest in Great Old
Amusement Parks has grown. In 1920, most
cities of any size had an amusement park. Larger
cities had several family-owned parks. These
places operated only during the summer. Many
were built at the end of a streetcar line. Often
they featured a water attraction or a picnic
grove. While each had predictable attractions,
every one was unique. In Denver there were
Lakeside, Elitch Gardens, Tuileries, Luna Park,
Manhattan Beach, and later, Magic Mountain.
National groups were established not only in
support of traditional amusement parks, but also
for roller coasters, carousels and other attractions. This was the beginning of an appreciation
for a fast-disappearing slice of Americana. The
list of old amusement parks turned into suburban shopping centers and tract housing developments is quite extensive.
Artistic appreciation for the carousel and
merry-go-round grew rapidly. Historic and modern carousel figures have both artistic and financial value. The market for parts and pieces of old
carousels is so strong that many are dismantled
because their components are worth more than
the operating machine left whole. National

Carousel Association, an umbrella organization,
catalogs and fights to preserve antique
carousels. It notes that between
1885 and 1930, 3,000
machines were built.
Only 150 operate today.
This includes the Parker
Carousel at Lakeside
Amusement Park.
This 1908 Parker “park
model” carousel is one of only
four the company ever produced. This machine features
four rows around the central
core. The ride features 16 “standing” horses, 16 “jumping”
horses and four

Above:The laughpacked Fun
House with its

chariots, according to
a National Carousel Association
inventory record on this fantastic machine.
Roller coaster lovers were not to be outdone
by their carousel-loving comrades. They formed
the American Coaster Enthusiasts which hold
“conventions” throughout the summer at
amusement and theme parks. Lakeside has had
several roller coasters since it opened in 1908.
The original “scenic railway” coaster was in
operation in 1908. Fred Pearce designed a new
roller coaster in 1912, a double racer known as
the “Derby,” which had to be rebuilt after fire
damaged it during construction. Finally, Ben
Krasner had Edward Vettel design a classic
wooden out-and-back with a twister loop in

1939. Krasner named it the
“Cyclone” and the sign over the Tower
entrance at Lakeside still
reads “The Greatest Coaster in
North America.”
Roller coaster
enthusiasts agree
with Krasner.
The “Cyclone” is
still in operation today.
Lakeside has a 1955 steel
junior coaster known as
“Wild Chipmunk,” which
is actually a Wild Mouse
coaster designed by Carl
Miler. There is also a modern steel coaster known as
the “Dragon.” In numerous
national polls, Lakeside’s
“Cyclone” has ranked near the
top even when compared to million-dollar modern rides. These rides are computer-designed and
constructed using modern technology. The
Cyclone was designed by a craftsman and constructed by journeyman carpenters.
The surrender of the family-owned amusement park to the corporate-owned theme park
has been predicted since Walt Disney opened his
first park in Anaheim, California, in 1955. But
places like Lakeside Amusement Park just keep
going. Year after year, customers keep coming
back.

numerous fun
devices provided
hours of thrills
for young and
old. One of the
last funhouses in
America, it
closed in 1985.

Left:The
BEAUTIFUL
SKOOTA-BOAT
RIDE, imported
from England and
the only
American
installation of its
kind, permits
riders to actually
handle the
controls of the
tiny motor boats
on the beautiful
cool Lagoon.
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From Cattle Ranching to Cold War
Preserving the History of Rocky Flats
By Debbie Grieco

T

Below:
Lindsay
Ranch barn

here is much to share about the history and
importance of Rocky Flats. The site is
located in north central Jefferson County,
along state highway 93, about halfway between
Boulder and Golden. This is the site for the
soon to be developed facility of the Rocky Flats
Cold War Museum.
The Museum is dedicated to documenting
the historical, social, environmental, and
scientific aspects of the Rocky Flats nuclear
weapon components plant, a manufacturing
facility that ceased production in 1992. The
museum board is groundbreaking in its
diversity, combining former plant workers,
preservationists, peace activists, scientists,
educators, health care workers, and more.
“Rocky Flats has local, national and global
significance,” according to Carol Lyons, an
environmental consultant and the Museum’s
first board president. “Rocky Flats and its
employees played a key role in the Cold War
which was the most important geopolitical
struggle in the world in the last 50 years.”
A ready asset in the nation’s Cold War

Photos courtesy of Rocky Flats Cold War Museum/Rocky Flats Photo Archives.
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arsenal, Rocky Flats is also significant locally.
The first land claims were filed in the late 1890s.
Several important roads crossed the early
landscape connecting Denver, Golden and Arvada
to Central City, Black Hawk and Boulder. This
includes the Denver Utah & Pacific Railroad and
an early Pony Express stop noted in various
historical assessments.
The site is also important ecologically. The
Rock and Woman Creek drainage basins are significant to Front Range bird migration and mating. The site provides forage and shelter to deer,
eagles, Preble’s meadow jumping mice and more.
The site is also home to several varieties of native
prairie grass, including rare tall grasses presumed
to date to the last ice age. These natural resources,
including the site’s fabulous Front Range views,
exist virtually undisturbed - a Front Range gem in
the making!

Early Settlement and Cattle
Ranching at Lindsay Ranch
Predating its nuclear heritage, the high plain,
which was then called ‘Rocky Flat’ posed a challenge to early settlers. The dry rocky terrain
proved unwieldy to farmers, while ranchers saw
promise in the native grasslands. Several homesteads were filed in the area, dating from the late
1860s to 1890s. At the close of the century, most
ranches were large – 640 acres or more.
Protected by its location in the Rocky Flats
buffer zone, Lindsay Ranch sits restfully preserved
in a beautiful small valley cut through by Rock
Creek. The old ranch road, still a humble dirt
pathway, drops from the “Upper Flats” and former
plant site into the Rock Creek valley. The ranch
boasts sprawling Front Range views, still largely
uninterrupted by surrounding development.
The ranch includes an early mid-century
farmhouse, a large barn, remnants of split rail and
wire fencing, various corrals and pens, a collapsed
shed, and a cattle chute. Although some of the
structures have deteriorated, the house, barn, and
remaining artifacts provide a solid sense of

Colorado’s early ranching history. Working with
a number of agencies, the Museum has already
played a key role – administering grant money
and a program of assessment and mitigation,
stabilizing the Lindsay barn.
The farmhouse is a simple gabled structure,
with a partially exposed basement and shed addition. Architecturally the house is insignificant.
Its placement, however, perched on a small hill,
harkens to the day when it provided protective
oversight, a position of prominence overlooking
the evolving cattle ranch.
The well-designed barn sits parallel to the
house. The two-story center is gable-roofed with
symmetrical single-story ‘wings’ that extend nearly 40 feet in both directions. The barn’s design
makes clever use of its south-facing exposure,
employing a split-roof to pour natural light into
working areas while the east-west axis protects
against harsh winds.
Native grasses and shrubs provide forage for
deer, bear, and other wildlife meandering
through the site. The ranch is footed by a stock
watering pond, a virtual reflecting pool for all
that is early Colorado – blue skies, rolling

prairies, native foliage, the hum of birdsong, and
the ever present Rocky Mountain backdrop.
Property records show, R.W. Jones (Rosalie)
filed the first claim, establishing ownership in
1899. Ludwig and Martha Eberharter purchased
the property in 1916, and according to tax
records, used the ranch to raise “predatory animals”. Tax records show only a corral, with no
additional structures, until after the property was
sold to George and Susan Lindsay in 1941.
Although the Lindsays never lived at the
ranch, John Lutz and his family did. John was
asked to move to the property when he accepted
a position as ranch foreman, overseeing Lindsay
Ranch and Leyden Gulch. John’s wife, Evelyn,
recalls her misgivings: “This didn’t happen right
away. I was concerned about getting the girls to
school in the winter. At least in Leyden, we could
get them to the road in order to catch the bus.”
The Lindsay name lives on through the Lutz
daughters, Carol and Susan. Susan is named after
ranch owner Susan Lindsay, and Carol’s daughter
(John’s grand daughter), is Lindsaye, spelled with
an E per her proud grandmother! John passed
away a couple of years ago, but his family

Above: Lindsay
Ranch mountain
backdrop
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remains in the area.
Condemned by federal government in 1951,
the Lindsay Ranch was taken over by the Atomic Energy Commission to develop the Rocky
Flats plant. Additional land was taken from
Frank Rodgers and Katherine E. Church.

Below: Rocky
Flats Plant Site
Newspaper
headline –
no date.

Below:
Rocky Flats –
Safety Record

The Cold War Changes a Nation,
Powering Significant Change
at Rocky Flats
Enter the Atomic Age. The era was
characterized by the 1938 discovery of nuclear
fission; the race for the atomic bomb; the
dramatic close of World War II; and the
advance of the fear-laden Cold War.
On July 16, 1945, Manhattan
Project scientists detonated the
world’s
first
nuclear
device near
Alamogordo,
New Mexico.
Just three weeks
later, on August
6, 1945, the US
dropped a similar
device on Hiroshima, pushing the
war with Japan to a
close, but with devastating consequences.
Famed journalist,
Edward R. Murrow
captured the sentiment
well: “Seldom if ever has
a war ended leaving the victors with such a
sense of uncertainty and fear, with such a

realization that the future is obscure and that
survival is not assured.”
As the world recovered, the challenge of the
Cold War took hold, with the US and Soviet
Union increasingly engaged in a dangerous race
to develop and position a growing range of
nuclear weapons. Following mounting pressure,
the US Atomic Energy Commission announced
plans to build a ‘production plant’ on 6,225
acres among ranch land and open space at
Rocky Flats in northern Jefferson County.
The site opened with the promise of more
than 1,000 jobs, with many more added
through the years. Many scientific and
technological developments ensued, and the
plant’s safety record was largely impressive. A
1959 billboard advertised more than 8 million
hours worked accident free. A later billboard
announced 25 million hours worked accident
free. As the “green” 1970s began, a family
safety and environmental awareness campaign
touted the tag line “Life is fragile, handle with
care”.
In 1989, the fall of the Berlin Wall drew
Cold War pressures to a close. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), in conjunction
with the U. S. Department of Justice and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), raided
the plant site in a detailed investigation of
potential environmental infractions. Although
many of the charges were dropped, a plea agreement was reached in 1992, while transition and
closure plans were finalized.
As the “Iron Curtain” fell in Germany, site
employment reached 5,243. A walk down the
site’s Central Avenue could have been Anywhere,
USA. The site stood as its own village, with an
independent fire department, security force,
four to five cafeterias, a well-equipped medical
facility, a company store, a
Photo courtesy of Kim Grant
steam generation plant, and
full water treatment, water
storage, and wastewater
facilities.

From Weapons to
Wildlife
Federal legislation signed into
law in December 2001 established the former plant site as
a National Wildlife Refuge
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slated for operation by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service. The legislation calls for the
development of the Rocky Flats Cold War
Museum. The legislation also specifies that
Lindsay Ranch be “permanently preserved and
maintained in accordance with the National
Historic Preservation Act.”

website at www.
rockyflatscoldwar
museum.org. You
may also e-mail the
author, Debbie
Grieco, at
RFCWM@aol.com.

Preserving the Past for the
Future/ The Rocky Flats Cold
War Museum

References:

The Rocky Flats Cold War Museum, working
closely with various stakeholders, prepared and
administered a grant program conducting the
Lindsay Ranch historic structure assessment
and completing critical engineering work
designed to stabilize the Lindsay barn (2003).
Rocky Flats is significant in local and
national history. It holds a number of
untapped gems from its vast potential as a
National Wildlife Refuge to its historical significance in early Front Range settlement and
the world-changing Cold War. Because it was
a major center for the development and production of the US military’s atomic weapons
and was the sole producer of triggers for
nuclear weapons between 1964 and 1989, the
Rocky Flats Plant was put on the National
Register of Historic Places on May 19, 1997.
The Rocky Flats Cold War Museum is dedicated to preserving this rich and sometimes
troubled history. We’re committed to a balanced and educational approach, one that
includes a broad range of historical, scientific,
and social perspectives.
Thanks to a conditional land grant from
Charlie McKay, the Museum is slated for
development adjacent to the former Rocky
Flats West Gate Road. A new sign marks the
location, east of Highway 93 and north of
72nd Avenue. Although much depends on
public funding, facility planning is well underway. Worthy of note, McKay, a local rancher
and developer, is the grandson of Katherine E.
Church, one of the landowners affected by the
government’s development of Rocky Flats.
Debbie Grieco is a Board Member at the
Rocky Flats Cold War Museum

Below: A deer
in Rocky Flats
Wildlife Refuge

The Rocky Flats Cold War
Museum website:
www.rockyflatscold
warmuseum.org
Lindsay Ranch Historic
Structure Assessment,
Andrews & Anderson
Architects, Golden, CO,
January 2004
History of Lindsay Ranch,
Cathleen Norman,
October 2003

Courtesy of U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site website:
http://192.149.55.183/
Rocky Flats Citizens Advisory Board, Federal legislation
establishing The Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge,
Bill S.1438 of the One Hundred Seventh Congress of the
United States: http://www.rfcab.org/RefugeBill.pdf

Below: Sign at
Highway 93
announcing

CNN: http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/cold.war/experience/the.bomb/history.science/.

future Rocky

The National Atomic Museum:
http://www.atomicmuseum.com/tour/atomicage.cfm.

Museum

Flats Cold War

Photo courtesy of Kim Grant

For additional information, or to make a
much needed donation, please visit our
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2006 JEFFCO HISTORICAL COMMISSION MEMBERS

Deborah Andrews,
2000 – Chair
Historic
Preservation;
member Landmark
Designation; founder
Andrews & Anderson
Architecture; historic
restoration specialist
since 1983; lives on
Lookout Mountain

Lucy Bambrey, 2002
– Historic Preservation and Publications Committees;
teaches Anthropology, Archeology,
Earth Sciences,
Environmental Law,
and Property Law;
lives in Conifer

Richard Gardner,
2005; Member
Landmark and
Preservation
Committees;
Golden native; Pres.
Golden Landmarks
Assoc.; M.A. in
History from UCD;
certificate in
Historic
Preservation; lives
in Golden

Viona “Vi” Hader,
1985 – Member Hall
of Fame and Publication Distribution
Committees; past
member Golden
Chamber of Commerce; past Curator
Astor House &
Foothills Art Center;
lives in Golden

Max Haug, 1997 –
Member Administrative and Publication,Hall of Fame,
and Writer’s
Award Committees; past President
Olde Town Arvada
Assoc. and Arvada
Historical Society;
lives in Arvada

Erlene Hulsey-Lutz,
1986– Chair
Publication; member
Historic Preservation
and Landmark
Designation;Wheat
Ridge Historical
Society.; 4th generation
Coloradoan; Real Estate
Broker; active in
numerous civic
organizations; lives
in Wheat Ridge

George Hurst, 2003
– Director, Habitat
for Humanity in Evergreen; Real Estate
developer; lives in
Evergreen

JCHC Highlights 2006

Jefferson
County
Historical
Commission

The Elk Creek Elementary 4th grade
participated in a highly successful field trip to
the North Fork Historic District.
Community volunteers dressed in period
costume, told stories, conducted tours and
served drinks and homemade cookies! The
field trip buses traversed a loop from the
school on Highway 285 down Foxton road to
Foxton looking at Cathedral Spires, Argyle,
Ferndale and Riverside on the way to well
orchestrated stops in Buffalo Creek and Pine
Grove. Students, teachers, community
members and JCHC participants were

enthusiastic about the event, and there were
already talks about doing it again next year.
The Foxton/Pine Grove Project group met
in May to refine a final draft of the project
report before it is released to the community.
The third Historic Preservation
Symposium was held with an attendance of
about 25 at the McIlvoy House, home of the
Arvada Historical Society (AHS). It was jampacked with informative presentations,
stimulating discussion, tours and an
unprecedented historic re-creation meal at
the Cheshire Cat on Ralston Road.

JCHC MEMBERS (continued)

Jack Raven 1997 –
Member Publication;
past President Arvada
Historical Society;
Arvada Lions Club;
Arvada Cemetery
Association; retired
Safeway Manager;
lives in Arvada
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Milly Roeder, 1995 –
Editor Historically
Jeffco; member,
Publication, Historic
Preservation and
Landmark
Designation
committees; Cultural
Anthropologist,
Urban Planner, grant
writer; lives in
Lakewood

Mike Strunk, 2006
– Member
Publication; retired
National Park
Service planner;
owner, Sagebrush
Photography
(ranches, historic
sties & public
lands); lives in
Evergreen

Burdette “Bud”
Weare, 2003 – Commission Vice Chair;
member Historic
Preservation, Landmark Designation,
Publication committees; 3rd generation
native of Jeffco;
retired Prof. of U
of W; lives near
Evergreen

Sally L.White, 2004
– Commission Rec.
Secretary; Chair
Education and
History and
member
Publication;
Museum
Coordinator
for the Town of
Morrison 19962005; lives
near Morrison

Corrections:
We are grateful to those readers who
pointed out two errors that occurred
both on page 34 in last year’s Historically Jeffco: the correct name of the
author is Fasulo and World War II
ended in 1945. We apologize.
Disclaimer:
The information in this magazine is
solely provided by the authors. JCHC,
the Board of County Commissioners
and the Publication committee are not
responsible for the opinions of authors
or the content of their articles.

Nina Kite, 2004 –
Member Education and
History; past chair –
Jeffco GOP; member
Foothills Foundation
Board;Wheat Ridge
native; lives in
unincorporated Jeffco

Carole Lomond
1997 – Member
Education and
History; liaison
Lariat Loop Scenic
Byway;
Publisher/Editor,
“City & Mountain
Views” magazine
and “Lariat Loop
Scenic and
Historic Byways;”
lives in Mt.Vernon
Canyon

Norman Meyer, 1986
– Member Publication,
Hall of Fame and
Writers Awards
Committees; pilot,
rancher, journalist,
developer; much of
Meyer family ranch
now Jeffco Open
Space Park; Colorado
native; lives near
Conifer

Stanley A. Moore,
2004 – 2006
Commission Chair;
member Landmark
Designation; member
of Denver Posse of
Westerners
International; Civil
War Round Table;
International
Churchill Society;
former owner of
commercial
brokerage; lives
near Morrison

Rita Peterson, 1981 –
Commission Corresp.
Secr.; chair Hall of
Fame and Writers
Award; member
Landmark Designation
committees; Secretary
American Cancer
Society Rocky
Mountain Division;
past Chair Senior
Resource Center
Board; lives in
Lakewood

Kathryn Ordway,
2006 – Member
Publication, Education and History
committees;
fifth generation
Colorado native;
author of Colorado’s
Rodeo Roots to
Modern Day
Cowboys; lives in
Lakewood

Jamie Powell

JeffCo History Just One Click Away...

Obtaining Copies of Historicaly Jeffco

www.historicjeffco.org

Copies can be purchased for $5 at the Department of
Archives and Records Management beginning late
October. The magazine is available free of charge to
members of Jefferson County Historical Societies. Back
issues are also available upon request. Contact Jenn
at 303-271-8447.

Visit Jefferson County’s history online, via our
website that provides direct links to most historical
societies, museums, resource pages, city and county
information, and other sources for historical
information. Sponsored by the Jefferson County
Historical Commission but privately funded, the
website provides easy access points to pages on the
official county website that can otherwise be difficult
to find. Indices of the Commission’s annual
Historically Jeffco magazine are also provided on the
site, and selected stories from previous issues are
gradually being added. Comments or corrections
to the historicjeffco.org website go to Sally at
303-870-4240 or sally_white@msn.com.

Jennifer
Henkel,
Administrative
Specialist

Archives and Records Management has further
information for those interested in history and
historic preservation in Jefferson County, plus
applications for Commission membership.
Call Jenn Henkel at 303-271-8447.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COMMISSION STAFF

Duncan
McCollum,
Business
Information
Service Manager

For More Information

Dennis Dempsey,
Liaison from
Planning and
Zoning Division

Kevin McCaskey.

Jim Congrove

Dave Auburn
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The Story of My Life,
A Boy’s Life in Early Golden

Story on page 13
Photo courtesy of Golden Landmarks Association (RARP 363f)

“It was a little village but a wild one, no law or order in those days.
It was nothing to go out and see a dead man picked up on the street
and no one thought anything of it.”
Jefferson County Historical Commission
Archives & Records Management, Rm 1500
100 Jefferson County Parkway
Golden, CO 80419
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